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Tai Pei® features the fun and delicious Asian cuisine 
your customers are longing for. And thanks to its 

exciting new package design, it’s just another reason 
they won’t be on your shelves for long.

© 2013 Windsor Foods. All rights reserved.
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good fortune in every box.
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CLUBS GRAB MORE SHARE
With small SKU counts and unique merchandising, club 
stores are poised to take more share from supermarkets. 
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You Provide the Store, We Provide the Sizzle.

HUMMUS   •   SALSAS   •   FIRE ROASTED VEGETABLES   •   RICE DISHES   •   DIPS   •   SOUPS   •   PASTA BLENDS   •   SKILLET MEALS

Select Store Brands, one of the 
hottest growing manufacturers in 
the country has now gone cold

cold SaladS that iS!
If your Store Brand is in need of unique hot items, 

Cold Salads is the answer: Mediterranean Rainbow, 

Greek Orzo, or even Fire Roasted Apple Wheatberry 

are just a few. 

Contact Bobby Ray at bray@SelectStoreBrands.com 

to set up a collaborative meeting. Hot or Cold our 

chef inspired ideas will make your freezer and deli 

cases SIzzLE!

1.877.980.4295  |  www.SelectStoreBrands.com
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OUT WARREN’S WAYOUT WARREN’S WAY

Warren Thayer, Editor
warren@fdbuyer.com 

MORE 
AWARDS! 
Paul brings more awards to FR 
Buyer, this time for Retail Patriots.

“Dear Paul,
 It is my pleasure to inform you 

that ‘Frozen & Refrigerated Buyer 
Magazine - Retail Patriots Event’ 
has been selected as a finalist in 
FOLIO: + min’s FAME Awards in 
the category of Best Non-Profit/
Cause Event and has (also) been 

selected as 
a finalist in 
FOLIO: + 
min’s FAME 
Awards in the 
category of 
Best Awards/
Recognition 
Program  —  
Up to 50,000 
Circ. The 

competition was fierce and to place 
as a finalist is a major accomplish-
ment…”

I suspect that when my partner 
Paul Chapa got this e-mail on Jan. 
23 his heart skipped a beat. I know 
mine did when he forwarded it 
along to me, with a few exclamation 
points for good measure. 

These awards are international 
in scope and they include the big 
leagues — other finalists with us 
include Cosmopolitan magazine, 
Women’s Health magazine and even 
an Australian publishing company. 

Folio magazine serves the pub-
lishing industry, and its awards 
are our equivalent of the Academy 
Awards. And “min” is shorthand 
for the Media Industry Newslet-
ter, which honored us a couple 
years back for “Hottest Magazine 
Launch.” 

Our Retail Patriots Event hon-
ors retailers that have gone above 
and beyond the call of duty in 
supporting our men and women 
in uniform and our veterans. We 
share the credit for the honors 

with many. There’s Ruiz Foods, 
which has underwritten costs of 
the event each year. There’s the 
National Frozen & Refrigerated 
Foods Association, which gives us 
a great time slot for the event at the 
convention each year. Finally, credit 
goes to the many who attend the 
event, including active military and 
senior officers, veterans from the 
industry and convention attendees 
who care deeply for the brave men 
and women who have sacrificed so 
much for us. 

Back when we started this 
program, during a conference call 
with the folks from Ruiz, I had 
no idea how far it would go. We 
were replacing an awards program 
from a now-defunct magazine that 
honored “Best New Product” and 
such. On that conference call, we 
all agreed we wanted an awards 
program that was for everyone, 
without any politics, perhaps sup-
portive of a charity. 

MISSION IS SET
Conversation quickly turned to our 
troops and veterans, and we had 
our mission. Paul dove in with en-
thusiasm and boundless energy. In 
no time, he had made friends with 
generals and other military leaders 
— and I’m talking about friends as 
in people who come to your house 
and visit with their families. He 
arranged for Marine Corps color 
guards and bands, recruited speak-
ers for the event, and inspired more 
than a few retailers to step up their 
efforts to support our veterans. 

As I write this, he’s off helping 
serve dinner to some Marines at a 
gathering held in their honor. And 
in June, he’s receiving the Semper 
Fidelis award of the Marine Corps 
Law Enforcement Foundation at 
Bally’s Resort in Atlantic City. In 
my book, this award is all Paul’s. I’m 
proud to have him as my partner. 
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Maximize Your
Merchandising Space.
■ Increases product facings and rows, lifts sales as much as 20%.

■ Maximizes visibility and shopability and billboards package
design. Auto-feed trays and hooks assure a continuously
well-faced display.

■ Simple design allows one-man installation in as little as one-tenth
the time of traditional systems. Reset 48 facings in as little as
15 minutes. Replanogramming any product is a snap.

■ Easy tray dismount and rear-loading reduce labor,
speed restocking, ensure product rotation, and
reduce shrinkage.

■ Designed for center store, perimeter, general merchandise, soft
goods, cooler and freezer use. Tool-free universal mount adapts
to all major gondola and upright confi gurations.

■ Four bar profi les in both 3' and 4' lengths accommodate trays and
baskets, bar-mount and plug-in hooks, auto-feed and security
hooks, and horizontal and vertical sign and label holder systems.

■ System design options allow choice of 1" or 1/2" vertical
adjustment and increased usable tray and hook depth for
even greater display capacity.

■ Eleven standard tray depths available with width adjustment from 
2-3/4" to 17-1/2." Mini system, oversize product trays, vac-pack deli
trays, dual lane trays and others address all product needs.

■ A store tested solution. Over 5,000,000 trays sold and
in use across retail.

Proudly Made in the U.S.A.

©2013 Trion Industries, Inc.
Toll-Free in U.S.A. 800-444-4665
info@triononline.com
www.TrionOnline.com

Note: Product photography is a simulation of a retail environment and is not 
meant to imply endorsement by or for any brand or manufacturer.
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Storewide
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Packages

Vac-Pack
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Dual Lane
Merchandising
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The System
That Sells™

Trion® WonderBar®
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NEW PRODUCTS

Gluten-Free Desserts
Platte City, Mo.-based Grandma’s House (www.
ilovegrandmashouse.com) offers a line of gluten-free 

frozen desserts made with real butter, pure 
vanilla, fresh fruits and nuts and 

all-natural chocolate chips. Sold 
raw and ready-to-cook, the 

fresh-frozen line includes 
6-inch pies in apple crumb, 
mixed berry and toasted 
chocolate chip flavors; 
6-inch cinnamon streusel 
coffee cake; 6-inch New 

York-style cheesecake; 
9-inch pie crusts; and 10-inch 

chocolate chip cookie pizza. The 
6-inch pies and 10-inch cookie pizza 

carry a $7.99 suggested retail price, while the pie crusts 
and coffee cake typically retail for $4.99 and $6.49, 
respectively.

Organic Cheese Singles
Organic Valley (www.organicvalley.coop), La Farge, 
Wis., introduces unprocessed, organic American 
cheese singles made from the same ingredients as all 
Organic Val-
ley cheeses.  
An excel-
lent source 
of calcium, 
the smooth-
melting 
singles are 
sliced off a 
block of mild, 
high-mois-
ture organic 
Colby-style 
cheese. There are 12 slices per 8-ounce package. 
Suggested retail is $5.49.  

Lean Franks
The Hillshire Brands Co. (www.ballparkfranks.com), Chi-
cago, adds a pair of better-for-you hot dogs made with 
100% lean beef and pork to its Ball Park lineup. Free of 
artificial colors, artificial flavors and by-products, Lean 

Beef Franks 
and Lean Pork 
Franks contain 
6 grams of pro-
tein, 5 grams 
of fat and 80 
calories or less 
per serving. 
Offered in 

12-count, 14-ounce packages, they’re expected to retail 
for around $5.49 (Lean Beef Franks) and $4.99 (Lean 
Pork Franks).

Snack-Size Salsa and Chips
Sabra Dipping Co. (www.sabra.com), White Plains, 
N.Y., expands its refrigerated Grab N Go lineup with a 
salsa and tortilla chip variety. Ideal for supermarkets, 
c-stores, schools and other 
venues frequented by on-
the-go consumers, the 
4.125-ounce snack pack 
includes a single serv-
ing of Sabra’s medium-
heat homestyle salsa 
— made with hand-
selected tomatoes, 
chunky vegetables and 
fresh herbs and spices — 
and a serving of Tostitos 
brand bite-size rounds. 
Suggested retail is $2.99.

Premium Ice Cream Pints
Maltby, Wash.-based Snoqualmie Ice Cream (www.sno 
qualmieicecream.com) adds two flavors to its line of 
all-natural, premium ice cream pints. Hand-crafted in 
small batches with lo-
cally sourced ingredi-
ents, including many 
from the fully sus-
tainable plant’s own 
mini-farm, Checkered 
Chocolate Custard 
combines white and 
dark Barry Callebaut 
chocolate chunks 
with milk chocolate 
custard while Cherry Vanilla Custard features Oregon 
cherries and creamy vanilla custard. Like all Snoqualm-
ie ice cream flavors, the high fructose corn syrup- and 
rBST-free newcomers boast a 19% cream content — 
“the highest among premium ice creams.” Suggested 
retail is $4.69 per pint.

Bold Naturally Aged Cheeses
Sodus, N.Y.-based Heluva Good! (www.heluvagood.
com), a division of HP Hood, launches a line of natu-
rally aged cheeses in three bold new flavors. Offered in 
6-ounce bar form, the preservative-free Heluva Good! 
BOLD collection includes Chipotle Cheddar, Habanero 
Jack, and Special Reserve Extra Sharp Cheddar aged for 
more than 15 months. Suggested retail is $2.49.



©2013 Turkey Hill Dairy

Contact the Turkey Hill Dairy Sales Department, 800-873-2479 
Email: trela@turkeyhill.com 
2601 River Road, Conestoga, PA 17516  |  turkeyhill.com

NATURAL RESOURCE

Cherry  Vani l la   |   Sa l ted Caramel   |   Vani l la  Bean & Chocolate   |   Coffee   |   Mint  Chocolate  Chip  |   Chocolate   |   Vani l la  Bean

Shoppers pay a premium for good food made with natural ingredients.  
We’ve put those values forward with the new look of our All Natural Ice Cream.  
No big words, no long lists. Just a natural sales advantage.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Frozen Salad Finishers
Solon, Ohio-based Nestlé 
USA (www.leancuisine.
com) adds a “first-of-
its-kind” assortment of 
frozen Salad Additions 
to its Lean Cuisine lineup. 
Made with microwaveable 
steam-in-bag chicken and 
vegetables, thaw-and-serve 
chef-inspired dressings, and crunchy 
toppings, Additions combine with consumers’ own 
fresh lettuce to create a complete meal salad. Varieties 
include Asian-Style Chicken with Sesame Ginger Vinai-
grette, Southwest-Style Chicken with Chipotle Ranch 
Dressing, Cranberry & Chicken with Raspberry Caber-
net Vinaigrette, and Bistro Chicken with Sweet & Tangy 
Vinaigrette with Bacon. Each contains 300 calories 

or less, 10 grams of fat or less, at 
least 13 grams of protein and 2 to 
4 grams of fiber per serving. Sug-
gested retail is $3.99 for a 7.125- to 
7.375-ounce package.

French-Style Crepes
Kontos Foods (www.kontos.
com), Paterson, N.J., rolls out a 
pair of authentic, French-style 
crepes. Lower in calories, fat, 

carbs and sodium than many 
breads and wraps, the 9-inch “skinny crepes” come 
in both traditional (sweet) and savory flavors. Ideal 
for French-style hors d’oeuvres and desserts as well 
as sandwiches, appetizers and other meals, they’re 
offered in both 4.66-ounce, six-count and 7.76-ounce, 
10-count packages. Shipped frozen, they can be sold 
frozen, refrigerated or at ambi-
ent temperature. Suggest-
ed retail prices are $3.99 
(six-count) and $6.49 
(10-count).

Wisconsin Cheese
Monroe, Wis.-based Roth 
Cheese (www.rothcheese.
com), a division of Emmi 
Roth USA, debuts a new 
look for its collection, now 
united under a single brand 
with consistent packaging that 
includes more product information and 
better reflects the line’s Wisconsin roots. In response 
to consumer demand, the assortment also features 
smaller package sizes, including 4-ounce exact weight 
wedges (Buttermilk Blue and Moody Blue), 6-ounce ex-
act weight wedges (Grand Cru Original, Grand Cru Re-
serve, Vintage Van Gogh, Van Gogh Gouda, GranQueso 
and Original) and 6-ounce exact weight Havarti wedges 
(Horseradish, Peppadew, Dill, Jalapeno and Original). 

Also new: a crumbled form of Buttermilk Blue and 
Moody Blue, in 4-ounce deli cups. Suggested retails are 
$3.49 to $3.69 for the 4-ounce wedges, $4.99 to $6.19 
for the 6-ounce wedges, $3.99 for the 6-ounce Havarti 
wedges and $3.79 to $3.99 for the 4-ounce crumbles.

Greek Yogurt
Norwich, N.Y.-based Cho-
bani (www.chobani.com) 
expands its all-natural Greek 
yogurt lineup with three 
new collections. Designed for 
snacking, Chobani Bite comes 
in Caramel with Pineapple Chunks, Coffee with Dark 
Chocolate Chips, Fig with Orange Zest, and Raspberry 
with Dark Chocolate Chips. The 3.5-ounce cups are sold 
in four-packs with a $2.99 suggested retail. Chobani 
Flip allow consumers to combine Chobani yogurt with 
their favorite mix-ins by flipping together two separate 
compartments. Varieties include Almond Coco Loco, 
Honey Bee Nana, Key Lime Crumble, Vanilla Golden 
Crunch, Strawberry Sunrise and Raspberry Choco Fix. 
The 5.3-ounce duos are expected to retail for $1.39 
apiece. Intended for kids on the go, 2.25-ounce Cho-
bani Champions 
Tubes come in 
Jammin’ Straw-
berry, Rockin’ 
Blueberry, 
Swirlin’ Straw-
berry Banana and 
Chillin’ Cherry. 
They’re sold in eight-count, 18-ounce packages with a 
$2.79 suggested retail. Chobani also adds two flavors to 
its flagship 6-ounce line: 0% Pear and 2% Banana, both 
expected to retail for around $1.29.

Low-Carb Frozen Meals
Denver-based Atkins Nutritionals (www.atkins.com) 
launches a line of low-carb frozen entrees compatible 
with all four phases of the Atkins Diet. Free of added 
sugars and preservatives, the microwaveable meals 
contain between 310 and 370 calories apiece and no 
more than 7 grams of net carbs. Made with premium, 
whole food ingredients, the collection includes nine 
“menu favorites” refor-
mulated for low-carb 
eating: Farmhouse-Style 
Sausage Scramble, Tex-
Mex Scramble, Chicken 
& Broccoli Alfredo, Roast 
Turkey Tenders with Herb 
Pan Gravy, Beef Merlot, 
Crustless Chicken Pot Pie, 
Meatloaf with Portobello 
Mushroom  Gravy, Italian Sausage 
Primavera, and Chile con Carne. Suggested 
retail price is $3.99 for breakfasts and $4.49 for 
lunches and dinners.



Share the center store love.

You. Your customers. Kellogg Innovations. Together forever.
Whoever said you can’t buy love clearly doesn’t shop your center store. With 
dozens of new Kellogg products inspired by insights from some of the industry’s 
strongest consumer research, your center store will have customers falling in 
love every time they visit. Feel the love at centerstoregrowth.com/2013.

®, ™, © 2013 Kellogg NA Co. 
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F A C T O I D S

TOP
FROZEN

BY PETER PENGUIN
During the 12 weeks ended 

Dec. 2, sales of frozen foods in 
supermarkets, drugstores, mass 
merchants, military commissaries 
and select club and dollar stores 
combined reached $11.49 billion, 

a 1.3% increase compared with the 
same period a year earlier, reports Chicago-
based market research firm SymphonyIRI 
Group. Units dipped 0.5% to 3.48 billion, and 
volume slid 0.4% to 4.82 billion. Percentage 
of volume sold with merchandising support 
rose 1.0 point to 38.5%.

For the 52 weeks ended Dec. 2, dollar 
sales jumped 1.8% to $51.57 billion, but 
both units and volume tumbled 2.1% to 
15.37 billion and 21.99 billion, respectively. 
Percentage of volume sold with merch- 
andising support fell 0.4 points to 38.1%.

Our chart shows the largest frozen 
department subcategories, including the 
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 
2, 2012. Data is for the brands as originally 
trademarked and may not include line 
extensions.

36.8%
Dollar gain by pizza crusts/dough 
(to $5,728,877), one of the highest 

by a subcategory with at least 
$1 million in sales during the most 

recent 12 weeks. Private label 
(+1,293.1%) recently grabbed the 

top spot from Freschetta (-22.0%) 
while No. 3 Udi’s posted a 59.0% 

advance.

-12.0%
Dollar loss by prepared vegetables 

(to $86,086,460), the largest 
frozen subcategory to register a 
double-digit decline during the 

most recent 12 weeks. Nine of the 
top 10 brands saw sales tumble, 

but private label (-32.2%) was the 
biggest loser.

11
Minutes of actual football action 

during an average NFL game, which 
typically runs about two-and-a-

half hours.

ICE CREAM  $1,080,441,000   0.4   295,789,500   1.5   915,491,200   0.3 
Private Label   $236,667,800   (4.2)  73,486,240   (4.0)  276,039,900   (3.8)
Blue Bell   $108,410,100   6.7   26,694,760   8.3   75,437,050   4.0 
Breyer’s   $97,944,220   (12.0)  27,681,620   (7.3)  83,152,740   (6.5)
Häagen-Dazs   $73,627,420   13.0   18,008,290   16.4   17,623,340   14.2 
Ben & Jerry’s   $68,757,620   0.5   18,060,570   1.7   18,149,940   1.6 
Dreyer’s/edy’s Slowchurned   $66,380,120   (3.8)  17,223,760   (1.5)  52,045,260   (0.8)
Wells’ Blue Bunny   $57,935,790   5.8   13,331,040   4.0   54,373,310   2.5 
Dreyer’s/edy’s Grand   $45,380,920   42.0   12,104,270   46.3   36,648,760   48.5 
Turkey Hill   $38,182,910   0.5   12,572,870   2.5   37,270,940   2.6 
Breyer’s Blasts   $21,965,000   1.6   6,308,000   5.2   18,748,320   4.3

SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES  $1,035,219,000   (4.3)  490,457,900   (5.7)  314,497,300   (4.7)
Stouffer’s   $133,764,600   1.3   50,697,140   5.5   39,401,800   7.8 
Weight Watchers Smart Ones   $91,197,550   (2.0)  43,243,240   (1.2)  25,423,600   (2.3)
Banquet   $80,213,980   (14.3)  78,887,140   (19.6)  41,161,720   (19.4)
Marie Callender’s   $78,983,870   10.0   30,457,500   14.2   25,973,880   11.6 
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine Culinary Cllctns   $58,042,820  *   21,456,420   *   12,067,760   * 
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine Simple Favorites   $56,600,990   70.1   26,248,190   75.5   15,872,940   74.1 
Healthy Choice   $39,858,740   (3.8)  18,093,840   (2.4)  10,629,800   (2.0)
Hungry Man   $30,693,580   (19.2)  11,557,210   (17.3)  11,443,820   (17.9)
Weight Wtchrs Smrt Ones Bistro Sectns   $20,142,820   (27.1)  7,832,410   (26.2)  4,582,561   (25.7)
Healthy Choice Café Steamers   $20,025,880   (30.9)  7,437,031   (30.4)  4,763,423   (30.1)

PIZZA  $976,443,800   (3.2)  312,759,000   (0.1)  319,822,400   0.5 
Di Giorno   $243,224,900   (5.7)  42,976,810   (5.1)  73,248,100   (3.8)
Red Baron   $97,842,450   2.6   27,142,280   11.4   33,637,810   10.3 
Private Label   $94,677,880   (10.3)  32,796,890   (5.3)  34,476,220   (7.3)
Tombstone   $83,583,780   13.4   25,626,790   29.1   35,653,060   28.5 
Totino’s Party Pizza   $71,134,310   (3.1)  53,622,980   (4.3)  35,011,970   (4.1)
Jack’s Original   $41,865,680   (1.5)  15,098,760   3.2   16,013,190   3.2 
California Pizza Kitchen   $32,511,560   (13.9)  6,373,841   (14.6)  4,876,910   (11.0)
Freschetta   $32,415,390   2.0   6,323,512   14.7   9,347,329   15.4 
Tony’s   $21,459,640   (21.7)  9,859,221   (17.8)  8,489,788   (16.1)
Stouffer’s   $21,044,620   (4.2)  7,461,953   0.2   5,635,834   (2.3)

PROCESSED CHICKEN/CHICKEN SBSTS  $715,350,500   8.6   128,265,400   7.0   193,448,700   6.5 
Tyson   $181,015,300   0.0   26,811,050   2.3   52,567,090   (2.1)
Private Label   $135,169,800   38.7   24,134,210   37.0   37,967,250   38.3 
Tyson Anytizers   $70,529,580   (3.3)  10,059,160   (7.5)  15,745,680   (12.1)
Banquet   $50,853,040   (18.2)  10,830,050   (18.8)  16,818,620   (17.9)
Tyson Grilled & Ready   $47,606,170   34.3   8,675,705   28.8   9,096,758   45.5 
Perdue   $44,849,140   2.3   8,302,177   (3.9)  14,500,850   1.8 
Perdue Short Cuts   $16,795,650   (1.6)  3,695,571   (3.8)  2,193,697   (3.7)
Foster Farms   $15,784,330   26.2   2,610,506   28.2   3,463,343   32.0 
John Soules Foods   $15,153,940   0.9   3,775,585   7.1   2,690,121   5.5 
Fast Fixin’   $11,688,220   1.1   2,764,168   12.4   5,526,009   23.3

CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBSTITUTES  $709,632,600   7.2   109,777,600   1.6   314,951,100   (2.6)
Private Label   $243,573,500   20.8   36,287,390   12.9   100,930,800   9.0 
Tyson   $149,905,700   1.7   18,989,510   (4.4)  61,674,920   (7.3)
Perdue Tender & Tasty   $34,226,480   (3.7)  5,216,226   (10.3)  15,949,510   (13.7)
Pilgrim’s Pride   $29,097,720   (39.4)  5,116,148   (39.5)  11,103,760   (53.9)
Gold N Plump   $27,520,320   3.5   4,946,380   (1.3)  9,520,267   2.2 
Perdue Perfect Portions   $21,216,320   18.0   2,706,564   15.9   4,125,102   14.5 
T.G.I. Friday’s   $19,697,630   10.6   4,151,053   11.2   3,690,981   12.6 
Perdue   $15,806,130   2.8   4,682,547   (5.8)  5,914,087   2.4 
Gold Leaf   $14,003,800   24.8   2,119,561   16.6   21,195,610   16.6 
Tyson Trimmed & Ready   $13,740,500   24.8   2,725,063   43.6   3,444,429   44.4

NOVELTIES  $677,810,900   3.0   212,978,800   1.0   277,130,500   1.6 
Private Label   $85,460,100   0.8   30,379,600   (3.7)  57,147,610   (3.8)
Nestlé Drumstick   $44,979,590   13.3   9,540,680   16.9   15,930,630   10.8 
Dreyer’s/edy’s   $41,739,430   6.7   10,155,920   3.4   10,952,370   1.0 
The Skinny Cow   $40,434,940   (16.6)  9,894,783   (20.5)  11,379,890   (15.7)
Weight Watchers   $39,462,550   (5.6)  8,770,264   (5.9)  10,356,240   (3.7)
Klondike   $31,548,060   1.9   9,711,304   9.7   16,524,440   10.9 
Häagen-Dazs   $26,413,970   2.9   11,643,370   (8.1)  4,231,473   0.2 
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Naturally grown and bottled fresh 
in the groves of California.

Low in Saturated Fats • Low Calorie
Rich in Antioxidant E • Cholesterol Free

Excellent Source of Calcium
 

100% Juice • All Natural
No Added Sugar • 150% Daily Vitamin C

2 Full Servings of Fruit per Serving
 

H
EA L T H IS WEALTH

For additional information contact info@califiafarms.com
Cuties® is a registered trademark of Sunpacifc and Paramount Citrus. © 2013 Califia Farms, Inc. All rights reserved.
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*Number is either not available, or very high, indicative of a recent launch working off a small base.              

Popsicle   $24,170,130   15.7   7,458,205   15.8   13,399,710   16.4 
Magnum   $23,552,240   84.0   6,425,183   76.6   4,224,100   91.7 
Blue Bell   $20,171,260   10.4   5,246,374   8.5   9,842,636   5.8

HANDHELD ENTREES (NON-BRKFST)  $545,243,300   1.5   186,668,000   (0.2)  171,780,400   0.3 
Hot Pockets   $144,377,700   3.4   41,996,530   0.2   41,766,410   5.9 
el Monterey   $62,270,120   6.5   20,931,220   0.4   34,706,320   (4.0)
Lean Pockets   $40,537,080   12.8   16,446,750   11.9   10,935,470   15.3 
State Fair   $38,297,190   4.1   5,878,372   3.6   13,544,870   4.6 
Smucker’s Uncrustables   $27,097,040   21.0   5,956,493   11.6   5,243,218   19.8 
White Castle   $24,923,130   (4.3)  4,627,133   (7.3)  3,975,307   (5.8)
Foster Farms   $24,783,260   2.5   4,142,925   (1.2)  10,082,340   (2.4)
Private Label   $20,489,210   (9.9)  9,440,089   8.9   5,998,015   (6.2)
José Olé  $12,626,380   (1.1)  9,451,293   13.7   4,489,930   2.0 
Amy’s   $11,186,860   14.0   4,201,239   12.7   1,524,419   12.7

MULTI-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES  $495,774,600   (8.8)  82,942,460   (8.5)  177,262,700   (6.0)
Stouffer’s   $170,475,300   2.1   22,989,540   3.7   68,379,180   (0.8)
Birds eye Voila!   $51,421,540   (0.2)  11,764,440   (0.7)  18,492,920   2.5 
Bertolli   $40,572,950   (12.6)  6,141,495   (7.3)  9,673,410   (9.6)
P.F. Chang’s Home Menu   $29,154,140   (22.3)  3,819,535   (20.9)  5,251,860   (20.9)
Private Label   $28,517,380   (9.9)  3,944,855   (14.4)  10,870,340   (8.3)
Marie Callender’s   $24,277,940   30.9   3,943,316   10.4   9,318,718   44.8 
Stouffer’s easy express Skillets   $14,975,890   (5.9)  3,604,285   (5.7)  5,481,032   (6.0)
Michael Angelo’s   $14,826,020   1.6   1,695,257   (1.6)  4,043,771   (0.1)
Banquet   $13,760,600   (1.3)  4,441,266   (15.4)  7,645,781   (12.5)
Gourmet Dining   $11,942,410   60.7   2,679,116   90.0   5,051,151   90.2

FISH/SEAFOOD  $447,060,000   4.5   67,694,740   0.9   98,991,660   6.8 
Private Label   $106,988,500   0.2   15,939,170   (3.8)  20,751,790   0.9 
Gorton’s   $65,141,920   0.9   12,909,100   (2.9)  14,006,840   (2.0)
Pinnacle Foods   $31,291,100   10.1   6,545,864   20.0   7,708,110   13.9 
Fishin’   $29,602,080   15.7   3,537,118   15.9   9,523,822   19.7 
Sea Best   $27,036,580   (1.0)  3,263,725   (5.9)  8,154,424   0.6 
Odyssey enterprises   $21,638,310   9.0   1,893,654   6.6   4,152,280   5.6 
High Liner   $15,804,630   0.1   2,574,694   0.4   4,203,141   (1.5)
Atlantic Trading Co.   $10,765,200   15.7   584,975   34.3   1,552,437   33.3 
Great American Seafood   $10,681,290   (9.4)  1,249,500   (10.9)  2,854,853   (1.8)
Yihe Corp.   $5,821,876   (10.4)  1,492,373   (18.9)  1,176,058   (13.1)

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS  $405,008,800   (0.3)  96,624,110   (0.5)  115,870,100   (0.3)
Totino’s Pizza Rolls   $106,733,100   2.5   30,187,920   (0.3)  41,297,590   3.5 
Farm Rich   $31,752,680   2.0   5,966,763   13.8   9,825,340   4.3 
Private Label   $29,615,640   (3.1)  6,218,137   (4.9)  6,684,774   (3.3)
Delimex   $26,471,510   (2.3)  3,848,569   (7.1)  8,203,974   0.8 
T.G.I. Friday’s   $20,874,320   (4.9)  4,106,605   (5.6)  4,116,913   (4.1)
Ore-Ida Bagel Bites   $16,498,640   (2.0)  5,520,846   4.9   3,532,524   1.8 
José Olé   $16,316,920   10.1   3,215,416   10.5   4,449,843   12.4 
el Monterey   $15,298,380   (12.1)  2,447,739   (9.7)  3,880,651   (17.2)
Tai Pei   $12,465,560   8.7   2,964,950   (9.4)  3,553,194   6.9 
Bagel Bites   $10,212,450   (3.1)  1,162,351   (3.6)  2,682,060   (2.1)

SHRIMP  $382,404,100   2.9   49,035,410   3.5   53,041,240   4.0 
Private Label  $210,990,300   (3.2)  26,572,640   (2.2)  28,992,690   (0.2)
Rich-SeaPak  $28,651,100   1.6   4,310,536   (1.1)  4,760,154   (2.4)
National Fish & Seafood  $20,944,520   63.5   3,318,530   54.9   2,985,142   50.5 
Chicken of the Sea  $12,170,750   184.0   2,214,854   211.2   1,790,199   175.2 
Tampa Bay Fisheries  $10,239,020   (4.5)  573,263   (9.8)  882,472   (9.9)
Gorton’s  $9,198,901   (20.2)  1,582,618   (24.6)  1,187,701   (24.1)
Beaver Street Fisheries  $9,025,449   17.4   1,386,032   23.4   1,406,911   21.2 
Aqua Star  $8,776,770   15.1   1,257,252   23.5   1,176,769   1.9 
Maple Leaf   $7,524,563   71.5   469,842   62.4   912,596   75.9
Tastee Choice  $5,061,544   (27.8)  719,842   (15.6)  659,988   (25.5)

MEAT (NO POULTRY)  $340,260,100   5.2   52,072,610   6.6   108,836,900   0.7 
Private Label   $124,172,400   14.1   21,824,210   15.8   40,877,140   9.5 
Bubba Burger   $17,206,050   2.4   1,573,756   (2.9)  3,536,797   (2.4)
Casa Di Bertacchi   $12,112,200   (4.2)  830,089   (8.8)  4,980,536   (8.8)
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60
Number of consecutive days in 
2010 that Chris Voigt, head of 
the Washington State Potato 

Commission, consumed
nothing but potatoes, in an 
effort to demonstrate the 

starchy vegetable’s nutritional 
value. He lost 21 pounds during 
the two-month stretch, during 

which he ate approximately
1,200 potatoes.

$3,066,299 
Dollars racked up by Pillsbury 

frozen cookie dough during the 
most recent 12 weeks, one of the 

best performances by a new
frozen product in distribution 
less than a year. Already the

subcategory’s No. 1 seller,
its success helped the

segment expand a whopping 
461.1% — highest in the frozen 

department.

10.6% 
Dollar gain by breakfast

handheld (to $218,020,400), the 
second-largest subcategory to 
register a double-digit advance 

during the most recent 12 weeks 
(turkey/turkey substitutes was 

the biggest). Top five brands 
Jimmy Dean, Odom’s Tennessee 

Pride and private label all 
enjoyed strong growth.

0.5% 
Percentage of the population 

with a third nipple somewhere 
on their body. Often mistaken 

for a mole, the extra nipple can 
occur anywhere (a woman in 

Brazil reportedly has a perfectly 
formed nipple on the bottom of 

her foot).

-53.8%
Dollar loss by baby food/juice/

snacks (to $213,251), largest by 
a subcategory with at least 
$200,000 in sales — and a

significant reversal of fortune 
for a segment that spent much 

of 2012 on our “fastest growing” 
list. Of the top five brands,

only No. 4 Tasty saw its sales 
expand (+35.5%).
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F A C T O I D S

TOP
REFRIGERATED

BY BESSIE BOVINE
Dairy products in supermarkets, 

drugstores, mass merchants, 
military commissaries and select 
club and dollar stores combined 
topped $16.73 billion during the 
12 weeks ended Dec. 2, a 0.8% 
increase compared with the same 
period a year ago, according 

to Chicago-based market research firm 
SymphonyIRI Group. Units edged up 0.9% 
to 6.46 billion, while volume remained at 
around 53.71 billion. Percentage of volume 
sold with merchandising support expanded 
0.5 points to 34.8%.

In the deli department, dollars jumped 
2.9% to $4.91 billion, while units shot up 2.5% 
to 1.44 billion. Volume increased 1.7% to 1.33 
billion, and volume sold with merchandising 
support grew 2.0 points to 37.9%.

For the 52 weeks ended Dec. 2, dairy 
sales rose 2.4% to $71.51 billion, but units 
fell 0.4% to 27.91 billion and volume 
tumbled 2.4% to 237.31 billion. Percentage 
of volume sold with merchandising support 
expanded 0.6 points to 36.9%.

In the deli department, dollar sales were 
up 2.1% to $21.85 billion and units increased 
0.2% to 6.41 billion, but volume declined 
0.9% to 5.99 billion. Percentage of volume 
sold with merchandising support rose 1.1 
points to 38.9%.

Our chart shows the largest dairy and 
deli subcategories, including the leading 
brands, for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 2, 
2012. Data is for the brands as originally 
trademarked and may not include line 
extensions.

-12.1%
Dollar loss by processed/

imitation cheese-loaves (to 
$108,131,900), the largest refriger-

ated subcategory to register a 
double-digit loss. Processed slices 
also saw sales decline (-8.0%), but 

the all other segment jumped 
87.0%, thanks to newcomers Kraft 

Velveeta and Pace.

71%
Percentage of Americans who 
believe the government knows 
more than it’s telling us about 

UFOs.

SKIM/LOWFAT MILK  $2,259,175,000   (3.2)  754,099,300   (2.8)  4,827,730,000   (3.0)
Private Label   $1,436,074,000   (3.6)  496,124,500   (2.7)  3,345,009,000   (3.3)
Horizon Organic   $72,772,600   2.8   15,993,650   (1.8)  73,186,970   (2.6)
Hood Lactaid   $71,277,670   1.7   16,728,450   0.8   72,104,290   3.1 
Prairie Farms   $34,361,840   (5.0)  12,090,490   (4.3)  75,050,160   (5.9)
Dean’s   $31,652,960   (2.8)  11,286,110   (2.4)  70,522,380   2.2 
Land O’Lakes   $29,022,830   1.5   9,891,386   (0.2)  70,594,080   0.6 
Organic Valley   $22,159,620   2.3   5,198,632   (0.3)  21,831,480   (0.8)
Hiland   $21,281,070   4.0   6,935,433   2.0   41,403,300   3.9 
Alta Dena   $16,116,200   28.2   5,013,250   26.0   23,113,430   29.6 
Country Fresh   $15,721,920   (3.4)  5,366,569   (2.7)  37,461,170   (1.4)

YOGURT  $1,477,611,000   5.5   1,084,528,000   1.0   719,952,000   2.1
SymphonyIRI Group was unable to supply top-brand data for the Yogurt category this month.

SLICED LUNCHMEAT  $1,192,621,000   (0.2)  388,339,000   0.7   277,966,300   1.0 
Oscar Mayer   $251,830,100   (2.1)  77,469,640   (2.5)  68,997,400   (3.9)
Private Label   $179,344,500   (0.9)  58,615,290   3.4   41,979,130   1.9 
Oscar Mayer Deli Fresh   $178,248,600   1.5   46,755,680   2.9   31,684,710   5.7 
Hillshire Farm Deli Select   $93,183,480   (21.1)  25,593,840   (19.0)  15,913,780   (15.4)
Land O’Frost Premium   $65,025,770   0.7   16,007,700   1.8   15,774,680   1.8 
Bar-S   $40,675,240   13.6   23,676,360   19.0   21,196,200   13.2 
Castle Wood Reserve   $32,737,160   (1.6)  4,133,945   (4.7)  5,962,911   (4.3)
Buddig   $22,740,450   (5.4)  28,183,020   (3.7)  4,765,682   (2.4)
Hormel Natural Choice   $21,795,350   0.7   6,978,763   (6.1)  3,451,944   (5.5)
Oscar Mayer Carving Board   $18,484,700   5.6   4,607,760   1.5   2,155,026   2.9

FRESH EGGS  $1,130,183,000   1.8   476,740,000   (0.7)  6,971,556,000   0.7 
Private Label   $617,443,700   0.2   281,892,200   (1.2)  4,036,709,000   0.0 
eggland’s Best   $132,199,600   11.2   41,724,830   7.0   547,031,900   7.3 
Great Day Farmers Market   $45,908,780   (8.0)  22,458,070   (3.6)  332,463,800   (3.6)
Country Creek   $31,182,760   5.4   11,937,510   7.4   221,309,100   13.2 
Sunny Farms   $27,826,600   (3.1)  12,888,130   (1.6)  201,555,100   1.8 
Cal Maine Sunup   $24,252,300   3.2   7,436,416   (5.7)  183,051,400   (1.9)
Land O’Lakes   $13,656,390   (11.0)  4,141,089   (9.7)  53,425,440   (8.1)
Sauder’s eggs   $13,018,060   (0.2)  4,194,098   (11.4)  90,035,180   (4.4)
Hillandale Farms   $11,955,870   20.8   5,826,989   14.7   78,773,600   14.6 
Dutch Farms   $11,156,520   127.8   6,583,394   141.5   81,720,790   120.8

NATURAL SHREDDED CHEESE  $979,802,500   1.0   321,010,500   4.3   220,526,700   4.7 
Private Label   $578,157,800   (1.9)  187,000,500   1.4   145,826,400   2.7 
Kraft   $172,941,800   5.7   58,429,000   9.6   32,799,460   10.3 
Sargento   $74,925,430   2.5   24,988,230   3.8   13,705,770   3.4 
Crystal Farms   $29,719,530   3.0   10,961,290   4.0   6,175,681   3.0 
Kraft Philadelphia   $22,956,130   25.9   8,300,441   28.9   4,416,899   31.3 
Borden   $15,705,770   7.0   6,847,045   12.6   3,470,111   11.9 
Sargento Artisan Blends   $8,430,832   (3.2)  2,946,168   (1.8)  1,189,593   (2.0)
Tillamook   $6,907,910   14.1   2,135,486   31.9   1,348,707   25.9 
Di Giorno   $6,277,145   (6.7)  1,382,355   (8.2)  565,483   (6.8)
Stella   $5,642,332   5.2   1,499,833   0.9   476,656   2.4

WHOLE MILK  $898,155,800   (2.0)  292,001,100   (1.4)  1,849,967,000   (1.7)
Private Label   $550,678,000   (3.1)  183,157,400   (2.3)  1,234,548,000   (2.8)
Horizon Organic   $31,554,260   7.9   7,067,203   4.2   31,541,520   1.2 
Hood Lactaid   $17,371,150   1.2   3,932,923   1.5   17,917,430   2.5 
Borden   $14,219,820   0.5   4,660,112   1.5   22,625,610   3.3 
Hiland   $12,726,060   3.2   4,129,499   1.8   23,364,240   3.4 
Prairie Farms   $11,183,860   (2.8)  3,840,195   (1.4)  22,696,630   (1.9)
Dean’s   $10,143,520   (4.7)  3,568,884   (4.1)  21,669,760   1.7 
Oak Farms   $10,093,850   28.7   3,188,975   26.4   18,586,120   27.9 
Country Fresh   $9,323,676   (0.8)  2,929,751   0.7   21,159,460   2.8 
Land O’Lakes   $8,217,434   1.9   2,715,219   1.2   20,301,990   2.5

BACON  $834,925,000   1.6   201,360,000   2.4   191,151,800   5.5 
Private Label   $174,812,100   3.7   44,503,300   5.3   41,446,310   6.2 
Oscar Mayer   $156,063,100   (6.1)  33,951,600   (10.0)  31,486,330   7.4 
Hormel Black Label   $75,542,620   2.3   15,095,260   0.7   15,619,300   0.8 
Wright   $62,841,620   17.2   7,412,411   19.1   15,375,800   19.0 

THE DATABANK
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13,312.4%
Dollar gain by meat/

seafood seasoning mixes (to 
$10,447,920), a subcategory made 

up mostly of Kraft’s new Fresh 
Take cheese and seasoned
breadcrumb blends, now
available in nine flavors.

$2,744,948
Dollar sales amassed by Lipton’s 
new Pureleaf refrigerated tea, 

one of the best performers 
among products in distribution 
less than a year. Its success — 

combined with top seller Gold 
Peak’s 41.7% gain — helped boost 

total refrigerated tea sales
13.6% to $144,891,600.

50.6%
Dollar gain by private label

appetizers/snack rolls
(to $5,703,324), largest by a store 

brand refrigerated product 
with at least $5 million in sales. 

Its performance, along with 
advances by seven of the nine 

remaining top 10 brands, helped 
grow the subcategory 14.6%.

27
Number of years would-be bank 

robber Joseph Schexnider was 
missing before his remains were 
discovered in the chimney of the 

Abbeville (Louisiana) National 
Bank in 2011. He reportedly
died of dehydration after

getting stuck.

71.8%
Percentage of cream

cheese-brick volume sold with 
merchandising support during 

the most recent 12 weeks —
10.5 percentage points more than 

a year ago. Despite the added 
support, dollar sales tumbled 

8.0% to $176,120,000, due largely 
to No. 2 private label’s 13.5% loss.

1 
Number of contests lost by

legendary racehorse Man o’ War. 
The thoroughbred champion was 

defeated on Aug. 13, 1919
by a rival horse named,

fittingly, Upset.

Farmland   $45,037,200   10.7   11,761,980   17.1   11,835,810   17.5 
Smithfield   $32,378,860   10.4   8,157,090   25.6   8,126,570   7.9 
Gwaltney   $26,580,810   (5.5)  7,675,211   (1.9)  7,013,936   (2.9)
Hormel   $21,316,410   7.4   4,873,205   9.6   1,934,272   7.4 
Bar-S   $21,215,810   (6.9)  6,918,819   (5.6)  5,546,263   (8.1)
Plumrose   $13,666,030   (32.0)  3,760,268   (35.5)  3,521,196   (33.6)

NATURAL CHUNKS  $779,049,700   (0.3)  209,564,100   3.3   155,607,800   1.3 
Private Label   $272,080,800   (7.1)  76,503,810   (3.1)  65,109,090   (4.6)
Kraft   $59,859,580   0.8   20,926,300   4.5   12,012,880   6.6 
Tillamook   $41,098,520   (1.8)  7,604,540   2.9   9,261,239   (1.5)
Cabot Vermont   $32,055,850   10.2   9,787,232   22.1   6,508,267   20.0 
Kraft Cracker Barrel   $29,935,880   9.1   9,393,216   36.4   4,741,522   3.7 
Laughing Cow Mini Babybel   $24,254,980   0.4   5,396,701   (1.3)  2,100,672   3.3 
Crystal Farms   $21,453,640   (8.3)  8,363,099   (10.4)  4,501,653   (11.2)
Belgioioso   $18,809,500   12.5   4,080,972   17.1   2,324,717   20.2 
President   $12,483,640   (3.6)  2,113,886   (4.8)  1,135,659   (8.9)
Cacique Ranchero   $11,212,850   (0.6)  3,363,137   5.2   2,666,121   7.6

ORANGE JUICE  $751,425,800   (0.3)  223,979,600   (1.1)  15,286,550,000   (1.7)
Tropicana Pure Premium   $221,894,300   5.9   57,696,670   2.6   3,903,844,000   0.8 
Simply Orange   $147,041,900   (0.7)  40,557,180   (1.7)  2,403,967,000   (1.0)
Private Label   $127,605,800   (4.1)  46,394,030   0.7   3,755,638,000   0.6 
Florida’s Natural   $92,248,370   8.6   26,360,970   5.1   1,707,797,000   7.2 
Minute Maid Premium   $63,472,100   (21.5)  18,202,790   (25.6)  1,294,813,000   (27.5)
Minute Maid   $20,898,200   5.1   6,881,126   4.4   405,986,400   4.4 
Homemaker   $9,367,202   4.9   4,386,126   14.9   258,781,400   15.2 
Minute Maid Premium Kids Plus   $8,091,664   (13.5)  2,468,591   (18.1)  166,631,300   (21.6)
Dole   $6,969,136   182.8   2,658,121   154.2   157,089,800   155.9
Citrus World Donald Duck   $4,143,025   (1.9)  1,773,935   1.3   104,967,000   0.6 

UNCOOKED MEATS (NO POULTRY)  $688,499,500   8.0   111,142,600   (0.5)  201,021,900   (2.2)
Private Label   $277,928,500   3.3   44,186,830   (5.8)  97,602,410   (4.7)
Nobrand   $79,916,300   15.2   12,548,630   2.8   20,569,040   3.2 
Nobrand   $71,623,470   17.1   10,118,660   (0.8)  17,444,740   4.8 
Tyson   $49,471,820   (3.4)  8,886,622   (10.2)  14,782,270   (18.1)
Nobrand   $45,967,280   10.0   7,238,588   (2.7)  12,339,200   (2.8)
Hormel Always Tender   $30,461,760   5.5   4,674,732   12.2   6,447,055   10.7 
Our Certified   $23,046,020   13.6   5,033,191   5.9   6,619,365   8.0 
IBP   $9,763,358   1.4   2,756,466   21.9   3,129,894   (9.5)
Tyson Slow Cooker Creations   $8,402,741   2.7   595,112   1.6   2,315,567   1.6
Smithfield   $7,727,443   (3.6)  1,564,688   (1.2)  1,803,320   (1.5)

DINNER SAUSAGE  $619,839,400   3.3   170,258,000   4.5   183,814,500   2.9 
Johnsonville   $120,845,100   4.5   31,426,820   8.0   33,551,150   7.3 
Hillshire Farm   $95,490,830   (0.4)  30,097,350   1.8   27,433,890   (0.1)
Private Label   $61,656,060   15.2   16,865,690   23.0   19,237,760   18.0 
eckrich   $42,496,530   5.4   14,283,190   11.0   14,325,820   2.4 
Hillshire Farm Lit’l Smokies   $30,269,290   1.9   8,439,630   2.4   8,119,344   2.2 
Premio   $14,701,020   17.7   3,319,998   11.7   4,287,175   20.4 
Aidells   $13,946,530   16.7   2,356,061   17.9   1,801,674   19.7 
Bar-S   $10,612,580   (5.7)  2,433,499   (13.5)  5,166,502   (10.2)
Al Fresco   $7,803,676   0.0   1,702,878   (0.0)  1,297,692   (2.0)
Jennie-O Turkey Store   $7,503,590   (8.7)  1,714,050   (16.3)  1,954,407   (15.1)

BUTTER  $516,258,800   (4.9)  172,122,200   1.5   170,471,400   0.7 
Private Label   $277,408,500   (8.1)  98,892,660   (0.1)  103,582,100   (0.9)
Land O’Lakes   $139,570,800   (1.8)  41,157,010   2.5   39,572,200   5.2 
Challenge Butter   $17,130,020   (17.6)  5,345,045   (15.7)  4,720,062   (17.5)
Breakstone’s   $8,393,545   (3.4)  3,265,913   (3.7)  1,947,852   (2.9)
Tillamook   $7,886,958   1.8   2,393,822   7.8   2,393,822   7.8 
Keller’s   $5,549,357   2.5   1,955,999   4.6   1,921,679   5.0 
Crystal Farms   $5,497,421   3.3   1,796,475   12.2   1,755,774   13.3 
Hotel Bar   $5,452,767   (0.5)  2,174,488   1.1   2,071,493   0.5 
Cabot   $5,418,025   0.8   1,666,701   6.3   1,665,358   6.2 
Kerrygold   $4,343,482   45.0   1,202,304   48.0   574,867   60.7

FRANKFURTERS  $489,777,400   1.7   195,655,900   0.5   203,705,000   0.0 
Ball Park   $108,327,400   4.6   29,133,410   6.4   33,321,870   6.2 
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JOHNNY’S COLUMN

JOHNNY HARRIS

HOW TO BUILD 
WIN-WIN
Advice for vendors: Hustle, have team leaders meet 
with category managers and try top-to-top meetings. 
Advice for retailers: Meet with everyone, not just your 
buddies. 

BY JOHNNY HARRIS 

When I started 
in this busi-
ness, my boss 

said “Johnny, it is impor-
tant that we have great 
vendor relations. Does 
that mean you give them 
everything they want? 
No. You keep them all 
competitive. But with 
each vendor, go for 
win-win.”

After all these years, I still believe in that, but lately 
it seems there’s more win-win for the retailer than for 
the vendor.  We need to get back in balance by working 
together better. Here are a few things I’ve learned. 

DOING THE HUSTLE
Once, I had a rep for a major company working with 
me who went out of his way to promote his product and 
increase sales for both of us. He was a newbie with only 
a few years in the business, but he hustled. His competi-
tor, also a major manufacturer, was an old veteran who 
sat back and mailed or e-mailed 
his promotions to me. He’d call 
only when new products came 
out, and he’d complain when he 
got heat because his numbers 
were down. Now who do you 
think I’m more likely to favor? 

The point is that manufac-
turers need to be alert about 
whether their reps are making the calls or not, replacing 
them if necessary. I was never one to tell a manufacturer 
to replace a rep — that’s something they should know by 
themselves. 

In my last couple of years, a lot of brokers and manu-
facturers have started using “team leaders.” They’d have 
their reps call on the category manager, and the team 

leaders call on the vice president every few weeks or once 
a quarter. 

Trouble is, the team leaders would take programs to 
the vice president, but never even tell the category man-
ager about them. I never had a problem with someone 
going to my boss, but the last few years, team leaders have 
begun taking programs upstairs at many retailers. Then 
the category manager finds an envelope on his or her desk 
along with a note saying, “Do this program.” 

What if you already have something else going on? It 
should be obvious that the category manager needs to be 
in the loop. We need to know if we’re suddenly going to 
be committed to a lot of ads in the summer that will leave 
us out of budget in November and December! 

If you really want win-win, key people on both sides 
need to meet regularly. At Harris Teeter before I left, 
there would be annual top-to-top meetings with major 
vendors at our headquarters, including presidents right 
on down to reps and category managers. And in Septem-
ber or October, we held meetings with all vendors and 
spent  two hours going over budgets, fees, slotting, plans 
and programs. Then we’d implement new programs in 
December. In those meetings, we’d get to know each oth-
er, solve problems and find ways to grow sales together. 

This kept everybody informed, which is crucial since 
turnover is rapid with both vendor reps and brokers. You 
might go through all your plans with a rep one week and 
have to educate someone new the next. I’ve trained a lot 
of reps over the years! 

‘WE HAVE A VENDOR ALREADY’
Finally, I’ve tried my hand at some sales since retiring. 
My biggest complaint? The number of vice presidents and 
category managers who tell you first thing, “I have a good 
working relationship with my current supplier, and I don’t 
need to look at anybody else.” 

I was always trained to meet with everyone, even if 
I only told the rep that his prices were too high for the 

market. As a 
retailer, it’s 
your obliga-
tion to see all 
that’s avail-
able to grow 
your business. 
Don’t just say 
“Okay, send 

me some samples.” There are companies out there that 
can help you. Do your job and build relationships. That’s 
what it’s all about. n

Johnny L. Harris, president of Johnny L. Harris Consulting
LLC, Fort Mill, S.C., can be reached at 803-984-2594 or 
cmer0002@gmail.com.

‘Trouble is, the team leaders 
would take programs to the vice 
president, but never even tell the 
category manager about them.’
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helping military 
personnel in need
JanJane’s Dough Foods will donate a portion of 

the proceeds from the sale of each Fresh 

Bake Pepperoni Twin Pack to Operation 

Second Chance, an organization providing 

support for injured military personnel during 

their stay at Walter Reed National Military 

Medical Center, and as they transition back 

to actito active duty or  civilian life. 

Be part of a life-changing 
experience. To learn more, 
please contact us at:

Jane’s Dough Foods
www.JanesDoughFoods.com  
614.416.6856 

GROW MILK FIVE WAYS
Here are five key pieces of advice pulled from recent research by MilkPEP. 

1. Promote protein. Fully 49% of 
consumers are trying to add more 

protein to their diets, especially at break-
fast. Milk, eggs and dairy items are high 
in protein, so why not promote the fact? 

2. Value the value-added. Products 
that are organic, lactose free or re-

duced, health-enhanced or processed for 
extended shelf life now account for 16% 
of milk sales. Also keep in mind that 
consumers will pay more for increas-
ingly popular better-for-you ingredients 
such as antioxidants, fiber, omega-3 
fatty acids and whey proteins in dairy 
products. Consider the success of Dean 
Foods’ TruMoo (less sugar),  Shamrock 
Farm’s Rockin’ Refuel exercise recovery 
beverages and Smart Balance’s line of 
fortified milk geared to children at dif-
ferent developmental stages. 

3. Mind your margin. Sure, value-
added milk gives you high margins, 

but don’t squeeze space for white milk so 
much that you get out-of-stocks. White 
milk has 97% household penetration and 
is a consistent traffic builder for your 
stores. 

4.          Rebuild breakfast. One in five 
Americans skip breakfast, the most 

important meal of the day. Millions 
more opt for nutrient-poor choices on 
the run. Since 51% of milk is consumed 
in the morning hours, MilkPEP last year 
launched The Breakfast Project, a mer-
chandising campaign to help retailers 
grow sales around the breakfast at home 
occasion. MilkPEP suggests an integrated 
campaign involving POS, circulars, social 
media and in-store radio. For more info, 
go to www.gotmilksales.org. 

5. Cross-promote milk. 
White milk drives 

complementary purchases 
of cookies, baked goods, 
pancakes and cereal. Use it to 
drive traffic in various parts 
of the store.  n

EXPRESS LANE

MARK YOUR 
CALENDAR! 

amarch 10-12, International 
Boston Seafood Show, Boston 

Convention and exhibition Center. 
The major seafood show in the U.S., 
with about 1,000 exhibiting companies 
from 40 countries. For info and to 
register: www.bostonseafood.com. 

aapril 4-6, Southeast Frozen & 
refrigerated Conference, The 

Westin Hilton Head Island resort 
and Spa. Marine Maj. Gen. Glen Fox 
will keynote the April 4 breakfast, and 
discuss the Wounded Warrior Project. 
Retailer meetings, pre-arranged 
by delegates, are a highlight of the 
gathering, which also includes golf, 
meals and entertainment. For info, go 
to www.carolinacoolfoods.com.  

aapril 7-11, the 43rd 
annual Food and Beverage 

environmental Conference, 
Hyatt regency Chesapeake Bay, 

Cambridge, md. This event will 
bring together senior environmental 
managers from food and beverage 
companies to share their experiences 
with sustainable practices, 
environmental compliance, new 
technologies and approaches. The 
conference, managed by the American 
Frozen Food Institute (www.affi.org), 
McLean, Va., fosters information 
exchange and networking. Participants 
use their hands-on experience to 
present and discuss approaches to 
emerging and timely issues. This year’s 
agenda focuses on managing economic 
and environmental challenges.

aapril 15-17, National Frozen & 
refrigerated Foods association 

executive Conference, Tempe mission 
Palms Hotel & Conference Center, 
Tempe, ariz.  The conference, limited 
to 150 attendees, features top industry 
speakers and interactive sessions, plus 
plenty of networking and golf and 
fishing outings. For info, go to www.
nfraweb.org. 

aJune 2-4, the Food Logistics 
Forum at the Westin Lake Las 

Vegas in Henderson, Nev. The event 
is co-hosted by the American Frozen 
Food Institute (www.affi.org), McLean, 
Va., and the Global Cold Chain 
Alliance (www.gcca.org), Alexandria, 
Va. Frozen food industry leaders from 
production, foodservice, retail, and 
3PL providers will be on hand for 
educational sessions and networking. 

Session topics will include retail 
trends, the trucking industry, end-
to-end supply chain management, 
refrigerated intermodal programs, 
energy, a Washington update, 
warehousing hot topics/best practices 
and food pathogens. There will also be 
a tour showcasing a sustainable facility. 

aoct. 19-22, National Frozen 
& refrigerated Foods 

association convention at the Hilton 
San Diego Bayfront, San Diego. 
Speakers, workshops, an awards 
banquet, and plenty of one-on-one 
meetings between retailers and 
vendors. Be there or be square! For 
info, go to www.nfraweb.org. 



BRAND 
TRUMPS 
PRICE
‘Brand I trust’ edges out ‘price’ 
as the top reason for buying fro-
zen foods in a BIGinsight study. 
Shoppers also say out-of-stocks are 
still a problem. 

Brand loyalty beat out price by 
a narrow margin in a recent 
online study of 8,899 shoppers 

by BIGinsight (www.BIGinsight.
com), Worthington, Ohio. Across 
channels, 45.9% of shoppers aged 
18 and older listed “brand I trust” as 
their No. 1 reason for buying frozen 
foods, followed by “price” at 45.1%. 

Respondents could select more 
than one answer, so totals add up to 
more than 100% in the chart. 

 

When you purchase frozen food 
products, what are the reasons 
why you buy a particular brand? 
(Check all that apply)
REASON ADULTS 18+
1. Brand I trust 45.9% 
2. Price 45.1%
3. It tastes best 37.5%
4. Buy what’s on sale 35.0%
5. Have a coupon 31.0%
6. Quality 27.0%
7. Value 22.8%
8. Habit 16.4%
9. Ingredients 14.8%
10. Name recognition 13.7%
11. All Natural/Organic 10.3%
12. Recommended by a friend 
or relative 4.9%
13. Saw an Advertisement 4.3%
14. Other 1.2%

BIGinsight also asked the shoppers 
if they regularly (routinely, as a set 
pattern), occasionally or never had 
trouble finding frozen food products. 
The good news is that 58.9% said 
they never had trouble, with 34.2% 

saying “occasionally” and 6.9% saying 
“regularly.” 

Shoppers who regularly or occa-
sionally had trouble finding items 
were asked why. (Once again, they 
could check off more than one rea-
son, so totals are greater than 100%.) 
1. I have difficulty finding the exact 
product form I want 32.4%
2. Within the frozen food aisle, I have 
trouble finding the types of products 
I need. 26.0%
3. I have difficulty finding the exact 
brand I want. 24.1%
4. The exact product I want to buy is 
out of stock. 23.8%
5. The store doesn’t carry the exact 
item I want to buy. 17.8%
6. I have difficulty finding the exact 
size I want. 15.2%
7. Don’t know 9.1%
8. I have difficulty finding the area 
where all the frozen food products 
are shelved in the store. 7.9%
9. Other 2.6% 

helping military 
personnel in need
JanJane’s Dough Foods will donate a portion of 

the proceeds from the sale of each Fresh 

Bake Pepperoni Twin Pack to Operation 

Second Chance, an organization providing 

support for injured military personnel during 

their stay at Walter Reed National Military 

Medical Center, and as they transition back 

to actito active duty or  civilian life. 

Be part of a life-changing 
experience. To learn more, 
please contact us at:

Jane’s Dough Foods
www.JanesDoughFoods.com  
614.416.6856 

n
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COVER STORY

Slowly but steadily, the $183.7 billion club store 
industry — comprised of Costco, Sam’s Club and 
BJ’s — continues to grow its share. And for more 

reasons than you can shake a stick at, supermarkets will 
have an increasingly difficult time competing. 

New York-based Nielsen (www.nielsen.com/us) pro-
jects a 5.1% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for 
club stores between 2012 and 2017, compared with only 
2.2% for supermarkets.  

NICHE LOW, OR NICHE HIGH
This means that supermarkets will continue to lose 
market share across channels during the next few years. 
It will be especially true for those that have staked out 

the middle of the road instead of the high or the low end. 
Nielsen says that 60% of the growth in new supermarket 
openings since 2005 has come from niche low- and high-
end formats, such as Aldi, Save-A-Lot, Trader Joe’s, Fresh 
Market and Whole Foods. 

Although the relative health of niche formats should 
continue, there’s no rest for the weary in this battle. Man-
ufacturers, eyeing the growth potential of different retail 
channels, will undoubtedly be putting more resources 
against club stores and less on supermarkets. That will af-
fect everything from sales coverage to deals 
to “partnering.” Got a plan? Better get one.  

Nielsen’s growth projections through 
2017 show E-commerce leading with a 

9.9% CAGR, followed by supercenters 
(grocery-equivalent departments and 
categories) at 6.4%, club stores at 5.1%, 
dollar stores at 4.9%, drugstores at 4.5%, 
C-stores at 4.0%, and supermarkets at 
2.2%. I left out channels such as apparel 
and toy stores, since they rarely carry 
much in the way of groceries or food — 
at least not yet. 

All the clubs have been turning in 
healthy numbers of late. Costco’s sales 
for the quarter ended last Nov. 25 
soared 10% to $23.2 billion, with comps 
in U.S. stores up by 7%. People tell me 
that Costco is approaching saturation 
in many markets in the United States, 
and is increasingly looking overseas for 
expansion. Nevertheless, my guess is 
that Costco still produces more sleep-
less nights for supermarket operators 
than Sam’s Club and BJ’s combined. 

Not that Sam’s or BJ’s are hurting. In fact, they’re 
pulling in comps in the range of 3% to 5%. (BJ’s is now 
privately held, and no longer releases its numbers, so 

Clubs 
Grab More Share
With small SKU counts and unique merchandising, club stores are 
poised to take more share from supermarkets. 

BY WARREN THAYER

Demos, as seen at this Costco,  are a key part of club store 
merchandising. 
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CLUB INDUSTRY TOTAL SALES
Selected department sales for the year ended Dec. 31, 2012 

DEPT. $ SALES* % OF TOTAL 
Bread, Bakery  $3,833 2.1%
Deli  $3,799 2.1%
Frozen   $11,551 6.3%
Fresh Meat, Poultry, Seafood  $5,771 3.1%
Produce   $6,882 3.7%
Refrigerated, Cooler  $6,052 3.3%
TOTAL FOOD   $78,782 42.9%
TOTAL NON-FOOD   $73,781 40.2%
ANCILLARY BUSINESS  $31,112 16.9%
OVERALL TOTAL  $183,675 100%

*Millions of dollars, worldwide
Source: www.WarehouseClubFocus.com, dollar estimates. 

there’s a bit of guesswork here.) I know lots of 
retailers who would kill for comps like that. 

Todd Hale, Nielsen’s svp of consumer & 
shopper insights, notes that there has been 
greater same-store-sales growth among 
retailers serving high- or low-income con-
sumers. Costco and Sam’s, he points out, 
“attract a disproportionate percentage of 
affluent consumers.” In fact, 37% of club sales 
come from shoppers with household incomes 
above $100,000. That’s true for only 25% of 
supermarket shoppers and 17% of supercenter 
shoppers, Hale says.  

“Value and convenience are winning in the market-
place as evidenced by increased store count,” he con-
tinues. “From December 2005 to mid-2012, most store 
expansion (in terms of percentage increase in store count) 
has come from channels outside of traditional food, drug 
and mass merchandiser formats.”

CLUB COUNTS UP 15.8%
Indeed, Nielsen data shows club store units during the 
period rose by 15.8% to 1,236 stores — 92 new stores by 
Costco, 43 by Sam’s and 36 by BJ’s.  Supermarkets with 
sales of more than $2 million added a net total of 1,400 
stores between December 2005 and the middle of last 
year — up by 4.4% to 32,990. This included a fair amount 
of closings, tear-downs and rebuilds, Hale notes. 

Supercenters didn’t add as many stores during the 
period — only 1,315. However, 
that number represented an 
increase of 53.4% to 3,777 stores 
in the channel. C-stores (up 5.8% 
to 148,764 units), drugstores 
(up 3.5% to 39,875) and dol-
lar stores (up 25.5% to 23,317) 
all gained significantly in store 
count compared with the clubs. 
But individual club stores, obvi-
ously, have far more impact in 
the local marketplace. A 5.1% 
CAGR for club stores over the 
next few years seems reason-
able. The Foxboro, Mass.-based 
newsletter Warehouse Club Fo-
cus (www.warehouseclubfocus.
com), projects a similar gain for 
roughly the same period covered 
by Nielsen. 

The newsletter, written by 
former Costco buyer Michael G. 
Clayman, shows a 7.9% increase 
in club store food sales (to $78.8 
billion) for 2012 compared 
with the prior year. Food as a 
percentage of club store dol-
lars rose slightly from 42.8% to 

42.9%, perhaps helped 
along some by BJ’s ag-
gressive stance with per-
ishables and organics. 
The remainder of club 
store volume came from 

non-food or ancillary sales including gasoline, he says. 
It’s kind of amazing to consider how few SKUs the club 

stores carry. Clayman shows total SKU counts at the end 
of last year ranging from 2,505 (Costco) to 3,370 (Sam’s) 
to 4,031 for BJ’s. Typical supermarkets carry 10 times 
as many or more, and 
still struggle with SKU 
rationalization. 

COSTCO: 
100 FROZEN SKUS
Okay, so they’re differ-
ent formats with differ-
ent reasons for being. 
But I’m still amazed by 
the SKU counts in fro-
zen foods — 279 at BJ’s, 
223 at Sam’s and a mere 
100 at Costco, according 
to Clayman. These num-
bers vary seasonally and 
perhaps by the phases of 
the moon, but not by a whole lot. Part of the explanation 
for the different SKU counts among the clubs lies in each 
chain’s focus. BJ’s, for example, caters more to families 
and less to businesses than Sam’s or Costco. So it carries 
more SKUs, and smaller sizes.  

In-store sign above solicits 
customer feedback; Costco 
execs also frequently walk the 
stores, talking with shoppers. 

Fresh foods on the 
perimeter, with a 
visible prep area.

Costco’s Kirkland 
Signature brand is 
slowly growing, but is 
still underdeveloped, 
some observers say. 
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COSTCO SALES BY DEPARTMENT
Selected department sales for the year ended Dec. 31, 2012

DEPT. $ SALES* % OF TOTAL  SKU COUNT $/WEEK/CLUB** 
Bread, Bakery $2,181 2.2%  83 $813
Deli $2,103  2.1%  158  $411 
Frozen  $6,023  6.1%  100  $1,862 
Fresh Meat/Poultry/Seafood $3,380  3.4%  85  $1,229 
Produce  $4,471  4.6%  82  $1,686 
Refrigerated, Cooler  $3,085  3.1%  63  $1,514 
TOTAL FOOD  $42,222  43.0% 1,374  $950 
TOTAL NON-FOOD  $38,567 39.3%  2,505  $476 
ANCILLARY BUSINESS  $17,471    17.8%  --  N/A
OVERALL TOTAL  $98,260 100% 3,879  $644 
*Millions of dollars, worldwide         **Dollars per SKU per week per club
Source: www.WarehouseClubFocus.com, dollar estimates; SKU counts as of
December 2012.

COVER STORY

Jeff Weidauer, vp of marketing and 
strategy at Vestcom (www.vestcom.
com), Little Rock, Ark., says super-
markets need to balance variety 
and SKU rationalization in order to 
compete with clubs. 

“Club shoppers are there to stock 
up and are more accepting of whatev-
er is offered because they feel they’re 
getting a good deal on it,” Weidauer 
notes. “Supermarket shoppers — who 
might be club shoppers as well — 
have a greater expectation of variety. 
The challenge for the supermarket is 
to have not just more variety, but the 
right products. This is particularly 
important in the dairy and frozen 
sections where space is at a premium 
and every SKU needs to pay for itself.” 

Do clubs get a bit of an unfair 
advantage when it comes to con-

sumer perceptions of (or the reality 
of) shelf prices? I’ve heard it argued 
that shoppers seem to forget that 
they’ve paid a tidy sum for a mem-
bership fee, which gives the clubs 
the opportunity to work off seem-
ingly paper-thin margins. That, plus 
volume purchasing, suggests that 
other retailers just can’t compete 

with the clubs on price. 
But it’s not that simple, 

of course. The clubs don’t 
charge slotting, and 
their deal structures are 
different from what you 
find in supermarkets. 
They’ll also negotiate 
the lowest possible price based 
on how product is going to 
move through the distribution 
centers and into the store itself 
(in club lingo, “the building”). 
Then of course they’ll tack on 

some internal distribution costs, and 
maybe some costs for demos, endcaps 
and rebates, depending on the deal.  

It all works pretty well, along 
with other club store magic such as 
treasure hunts and relentless demo 
programs. All the clubs put out hot 
items in limited quantities to keep 
shoppers coming back in hopes of 
finding a bargain. Clayman notes 

that Costco often throws in special 
purchases of upscale branded items 
at low prices. 

“But all the clubs do this well,” he 
adds. “I think that because Costco 
has more of the upscale items, they 
are able to build a stronger shopper 
perception that adds sales for them.” 

TREASURE HUNTING
The treasure hunt, along with in-
store demos, are two merchandis-
ing tactics where club stores really 
distinguish themselves. If you round 
up the usual suspects — Wegmans, 
HEB, Publix and a few others — 
you’ll notice that all these supermar-
ket retailers have their own versions 
of treasure hunts and truly superior 
demos. And if you haven’t walked 
an HEB when the demos are in full 
swing, you’ve missed a serious oppor-
tunity for idea larceny.   

My point here is that these stores 
do well even when a club store is in 
the same mall with them. And I’ve 
always wondered why other retail-

With such a small SKU count, Costco still finds room for specialty displays, 
as in this Kosher multi-deck. 

Shopper reaches for one of 
the 100 or so frozen food 
SKUs.

Clubs don’t charge slotting, 
and their deal structures are 
different from supermarkets’. 
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SAM’S CLUB SALES BY DEPARTMENT
Selected department sales for the year ended Dec. 31, 2012

DEPT. $ SALES* % OF TOTAL  SKU COUNT $/WEEK/CLUB** 
Bread, Bakery  $1,431  2.0%  129  $271 
Deli $1,387 1.9%  134  $253
Frozen  $4,671 6.4% 223 $512 
Fresh Meat, Poultry, Seafood  $2,000 2.7% 80 $612 
Produce  $1,927  2.6%  91  $518 
Refrigerated, Cooler $2,409 3.3% 95 $620 
TOTAL FOOD  $30,934  42.4% 1,839  $412 
TOTAL NON-FOOD  $29,884 40.9% 3,370 $217 
ANCILLARY BUSINESS  $12,175  16.7%  -- N/A 
OVERALL TOTAL  $72,995 100% 5,209 $286

*Millions of dollars, worldwide         **Dollars per SKU per week per club
Source: www.WarehouseClubFocus.com, dollar estimates; SKU counts as of
December 2012. 
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Club store sales skew heavily 
toward weekend shopping. at 
right, a Sam’s shopper makes a 
selection. 

ers don’t pick up on the shopping 
experience as theater and compete 
better with the clubs. If you know 
the answer, write to me at warren@
frbuyer.com and maybe I’ll publish it 
and make you famous. 

But of course I digress here, as is 
increasingly my custom now that I 
qualify for Medicare. Let’s get back to 
my notes from my chat with Nielsen’s 
Todd Hale, who is by far a more logi-
cal and organized thinker than I. 

Todd points out that “Retailers can 
grow their business in three ways: 

—Increasing the number of 
households shopping in their stores, 
expressed in terms of household 
penetration. 

—Increasing the number of shop-
ping trips or average shopping fre-
quency that their shoppers make. 

—And/or, getting shoppers to 
spend more on each shopping trip.” 

So how are club stores doing on 
these measures, when compared with 
supermarkets? Pretty well, accord-
ing to Nielsen data. Between 2001 
and the middle of last year, house-

hold penetration for clubs rose from 
50% to 51% (and this figure doesn’t 
include business members who 
purchase for thier companies), while 

supermarkets dropped from 100% 
to 98%. Supercenters scored the big-
gest gains in household penetration, 
jumping from 51% to 74% largely on 
the basis of new store openings. 

Club stores also saw a gain in an-
nual trips per household, rising from 
10 in 2001 to 12 at the middle of last 
year. Supercenters went from 20 to 24 
trips, but grocery stores plummeted 
from 72 to 56 trips per year. Ouch. 

Ready for a surprise? From 2011 
to the middle of last year (remem-
ber, we’ve changed the timeframe 
here) the average baskets rose for 
mass merchandisers, grocery stores, 
drugstores, C-stores and dollar 

stores, but fell for both club stores 
and supercenters. Clubs, with the 
largest basket size, dipped eight cents 
— from $99.06 to $98.98, according 
to Nielsen. Supercenters were off four 
cents, from $62.96 to $62.92. And 
grocery stores gained 18 cents, from 
$43.32 to $43.50. 

HISPANICS & ASIANS
Well, I’m almost out of space, so I’ll 
add in a couple more points that this 
data geek found particularly inter-
esting. Ever notice how the industry 
agonizes over “marketing to Hispan-
ics,” as if Hispanics were an exotic 
species requiring special signage, 
language and condescension? And 
do club stores specialize in that 
stuff? No. But club stores get 15.6% 
of basket ring dollars from Hispanic 
households in the United States, 
the highest of any channel. Grocery 
stores get 11.5% of the business. 

Finally, perhaps because Asians 
in the United States often skew to 
higher incomes, this ethnic group 
accounts for 6% of all club store sales.  
By comparison, grocery stores get 
3% of their sales from Asians and 
supercenters, 2%. Okay, time to turn 
the page. n

Clubs saw a gain in 
household penetra-
tion and annual trips 
per household. 
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A CHAT 
with BJ’S
Execs discuss merchandising, SKU 
counts and the push into more 
natural/organic, and offer some 
friendly advice to vendors. 

BY WARREN THAYER

Westborough, Mass.-based 
BJ’s Wholesale Club has 
significantly shifted its 

mix to include more perishables in 
the past year and a half. The chain 
went private after being acquired by 
Beacon Holding Inc., on Sept. 30, 
2011, and does not break out sales 
by department. 

But it’s obvious that much has 
changed at BJ’s, which now has nearly 
200 stores in 15 Eastern states from 
Maine to Florida. As a long-standing 
BJ’s shopper myself, I was thrilled to 
see the large (but relatively empty) 
automotive section, for example, 
disappear. After a remodel and some 
other shifts in merchandise mix, BJ’s 
reappeared with expanded bakery, 
deli, dairy, meat, produce and frozen 
offerings. My guess is that space for 
perishables doubled in my store in 
West Lebanon, N.H. 

Some observers suggest that BJ’s 
executives are happy that they can 
now focus more on the long term 
instead of worrying about quarterly 
reports to a notoriously fickle Wall 
Street. The long term, it appears, will 

include more 
focus on food 
— particularly 
perishables. 

The inter-
view below is 
with BJ’s Mi-
chael F. Leary, 
vp/divisional 
merchandise 
manager, and 
Bonnie Volpe, 
frozen food 
buyer. 

What differen-
tiates BJ’s from 
other club stores? 
LeaRy: BJ’s was designed to 
be consumer-friendly, with 
the family and/or two-person 
household in mind, rather than 
focusing on small businesses 
like our competitors. BJ’s carries 
about 7,500 SKUs on average, 
which is about double the num-
ber carried by other club stores. 
We have more “life sizes” versus 
“traditional club sizes.” 

We accept coupons — manu-
facturers’ as well as our own 
— for additional savings. Our 
frozen/perishable offerings are 
an ever-important growth op-
portunity for us. We are proud of 
our food products, and members 
are voting with their wallets.

any new initiatives you can 
talk about?
LeaRy: BJ’s offers an ever-growing 
number of organic and natural foods. 
People have always wanted to provide 

the very best for their families and 
friends, but never before has more 
attention been placed on the health-
fulness of food. BJ’s is doing its part 
by increasing our organic and all-nat-
ural food offerings for our members. 

What are some of the criteria you 
use as a buyer at BJ’s? 
VoLPe: When I’m buying frozen 
products some questions that I ask 
myself include: 
1. What are current and future 
trends (items/flavors/sizes)?
2. What is Nielsen data showing us as 
far as white space — categories that 
are growing/shrinking?
3. Is the product quality high enough 

Near its extensive produce section, BJ’s has an open 
multi-deck case for tapas in family-friendly sizes. 

Storewide, BJ’s is 
putting an increasing 
emphasis on organic 
and natural products.  

BJ’S WHOLESALE CLUB 
AT A GLANCE

Headquarters: Westborough, Mass.
Web site:  www.bjs.com 
Annual sales: estimates for 2012 range 
from $11.3 billion to $12.4 billion. 
Founded: 1984
Store count: 198 at press time 
Geography: 15 eastern states 
No. of employees: 24,000+
Ownership: Beacon Holding Co. ($2.8 
billion buyout in 2011)
Distribution centers: Uxbridge, Mass.; 
Burlington, N.J.; and Jacksonville, Fla. 
Private label food brands: Wellsley 
Farms, Rozzano, earth’s Pride and 
Berkley & Jensen

COVER STORY
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to meet BJ’s standards for 
our members?
4. Can we make an item 
better?
5. Does a product meet the 
organic, BJ’s all-natural or 
sustainably criteria?
6. What does the pack size/
packaging look like as far as 
callouts, ingredients, nutritionals and graphics?
7. Can I make this item a BJ’s-only (exclusive item)?
 
How can vendors work better with you?
VoLPe: Vendors can work better with BJ’s if they really 
listen to our needs and criteria and are well prepared. 
Some vendors are very good to work with and come in 
ready to answer any and all questions, as well as bring 
material that is relevant and necessary to do business. 
Some vendors on the other hand prolong the buying 
process by not having the appropriate paperwork or in-
formation, which is always frustrating. The vendors that 
have the most success are the ones who sell me what I 
need versus what they have.
 

What do you especially like from vendors on sales 
calls?
VoLPe: I especially like vendors that are prepared and 
professional, with data to back up the sales pitch, pric-
ing, packaging. Good vendors are honest. If they can-
not answer something they come out and tell you — no 
made-up answers. They also understand the club business 
and how we operate, and what differentiates us from our 
competition. Some sales people come in and have never 
set foot in a club.

Do you participate in Frozen Food Month, or other 
promotions from the National Frozen & Refrigerated 
Foods association? 
VoLPe: Yes, we run coupons and have demos in the 
clubs. n

BJ’s focus is more on 
families than on small 
businesses. It carries about 
twice as many SKUs as its 
club store competitors. 

BJ’S SALES BY DEPARTMENT
Selected department sales for the year ended Dec. 31, 2012

DEPT. $ SALES* % OF TOTAL  SKU COUNT $/WEEK/CLUB** 
Bread, Bakery $221 1.8%  152 $141 
Deli $309  2.5%  291  $103 
Frozen  $857  6.9%  279  $298 
Frsh Meat/Poultry/Seafd $391  3.2%  119  $319 
Produce  $484  3.9%  133  $354 
Refrigerated, Cooler  $558  4.5%  153  $354 
TOTAL FOOD  $5,625  45.3% 2,708  $202 
TOTAL NON-FOOD  $5,329  42.9%  4,031  $128 
ANCILLARY BUSINESS  $1,466  11.8%  N/A   N/A
OVERALL TOTAL  $12,420 100% 6,739  $158

Source: www.WarehouseClubFocus.com, dollar estimates; SKU counts as of 
December 2012. SKU counts vary by season. 
*Millions of dollars  **Dollars per sku per week per club

COVER STORY
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Juice. It’s in our DNA.
For 30 years Old Orchard has been producing the best tasting, highest 
quality juices at an affordable price. Our portfolio of unique blends and 
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today’s consumer. And our vast experience and category insights 
can help you to profitably advance  
your business. If you are looking for  
a partner that offers exceptional  
products and unmatched service,  
give us a call.  
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HOT BRANDS

Odyssey  $21,489,820   197.3   158.1 
Cape Gourmet  $18,578,890   11.8   12.1 
MSC  $16,452,020   387.2   399.3 
Seamazz  $15,072,270   477.9   339.4 
Morey’s  $14,564,500   289.4   151.0 
Trident  $13,004,420   29.0   34.7 
Highliner  $12,003,100   20.1   10.4 
Ocean Market  $11,345,270   79.9   18.6 
Southern Belle  $9,426,125   122.4   101.6 
Eastern Seas  $8,733,718   3,142.7   3,259.1 
Bantry Bay  $8,494,002   19.6   15.2 
Aquamar  $6,335,447   35.7   35.0 
Supreme Choice  $6,004,040   11.0   10.3 
Mrs. Paul’s Parchment Bake  $5,031,885   314,951.2   574,886.7 
Aqua Star Pure & Natural  $4,311,820   59.6   60.5 
No Brand  $4,276,884   61.3   63.6 
Ocean Chef  $3,551,185   112.5   141.0 
Morey’s Fish Creations  $3,462,646   190.1   171.0 
Newport  $3,452,974   47.1   86.5 
Guidry’s  $3,427,612   89.4   93.4 
Beaver Street  $3,263,920   258.3   286.3 
No Brand  $3,010,976   104.7   131.5 
Captain’s Call  $2,833,539   112.9   109.5 
Fiesta Del Mar  $2,769,131   80.5   73.7 
Pacific Seafood  $2,583,864   45.7   40.8 
Baltimore Crab Co.  $2,299,340   117.0   121.5 
Coleson  $2,112,212   114.0   61.2 

HOT BRANDS: FROZEN Brands with both 
dollar and unit sales of 10% or higher for the 52 weeks 
ended Nov. 4, 2012, according to SymhonyIRI Group, 
the Chicago-based market research firm. Data includes 
supermarkets, mass merchandisers (including Walmart), 
drugstores, military commissaries and select club and 
dollar retail chains. Brands are as originally trademarked 
and may not include line extensions. 

CORN ON THE COB  $166,314,400   2.2   (8.7)
Flav R Pac  $10,220,340   19.0   11.2 
Pictsweet  $4,566,685   29.4   36.3
 
FRUIT  $721,318,700   15.5   3.2 
Dole  $105,882,100   18.6   18.7 
Dole Ready Cut Fruit  $16,700,570   25.1   33.6 
Cascadian Farm  $10,231,580   18.1   20.4 
Sunrise Growers  $6,485,474   922.6   414.5 
El Sembrador  $4,267,002   23.3   10.8 
Welch’s  $2,463,927   10,027.1   11,137.9 

FISH/SEAFOOD  $2,178,456,000   4.5   0.7 
C. Wirthy & Company  $48,816,760   11.7   22.5 
No Brand  $47,015,930   96.2   80.9 
Panamei Seafood  $31,591,280   102.3   76.2 
Icelandic  $25,080,460   47.5   45.5 

BRAND $ SALES % CHG % CHG UNITS

BRAND $ SALES % CHG % CHG UNITS

XXXXXSPOTLIGHT: BREAKFASTSTHE DATABANK
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Seafood, novelties and ice cream had 
the most frozen brands with double-
digit gains in dollars and units in 2012. 
Deli scored big, too. 

BY WARREN THAYER

Frozen fish and seafood netted top 
honors for having the highest 
number of hot brands — 34 — 

scoring double-digit gains in both dol-
lars and units in the past year. Frozen 
shrimp, with a total of 30 brands post-
ing increases above 10% when you 

count both the raw and frozen seg-
ments, was a close second.  

And whether the economy is good or 
bad, Americans love their treats. Novel-
ties had 29 hot brands and ice cream, 
27. The data, for all channels including 
Walmart for the 52 weeks ended Nov. 4, 
2012, is from SymphonyIRI Group, the 
Chicago-based market research firm. 

The frozen food department as a 
whole finished the year with a 1.8% 
increase in dollars but a loss of 2.1% 
in units.  Two subcategories —frozen 
yogurt/tofu and frozen soup — were 
“hot” all by themselves, led by strong 
gains from Ben & Jerry’s and Bertolli 
Meal Soup.  

But nearly every segment — even 
those posting big losses — had at least a 
few shining stars. The “other breakfast 
food” segment, for example, lost 4.3% 
in dollars and 9.8% in units. But De 
Wafelbakkers skyrocketed 604.5% in 
dollars and 571.5% in units, and it’s the 
second-largest brand in the subcatego-
ry. Of course there were a few brands 

within the categories that had increases 
in the gazillions, almost always work-
ing off a small base and expanding their 
distribution. I printed the percentage 
gains solely in the interests of mirth 
and amusement. 

Keep in mind that some of these 
brands haven’t done as well in the most 
recent 12 weeks. Others that are doing 
great now but started with relatively 
low numbers aren’t here. I know that. 
Try not to get too excited. 

I did not include private label, since 
it’s combined data from all different 
retailers’ brands.  

Rankings of the brands here are not 
totaled brand listings (i.e., all UPCs or 
brand extensions rolled up into a single 
figure such as Breyers ice cream), but 
are rather individual brand listings. 

Finally, keep in mind that category 
definitions vary and that all data, 
always, is subject to interpretation, 
consternation and indignation. I’ll be 
running charts next month on hot 
brands in dairy. 

HOT BRANDS



BRAND $ SALES % CHG % CHG UNITS

Icy Ocean  $2,104,675   43,461.5   44,633.9 
Riceland  $2,057,961   148.0   126.5

RAW SHRIMP  $712,453,600   10.1   6.8 
No Brand    $27,311,870   63.5   102.9 
Tastee Choice  $25,861,520   70.7   81.2 
Sea Best  $16,137,290   16.8   10.6 
Royal White  $15,492,890   436.3   551.7 
Aqua Star  $12,647,430   36.7   29.6 
Chicken Of The Sea  $7,050,797   27.6   81.1 
Sail  $6,497,467   31.6   27.8 
May  $5,544,096   34.0   33.2 
Chef Net (Tampa Bay Fisheries)  $5,400,929   16.9   11.7 
Chef’s Net (Orion Seafood Int’l.)  $4,458,847   39.7   37.4 
Tampa Bay  $4,151,826   29.2   20.4 
Matlaw  $3,566,874   69.2   334.4 
Seamazz  $3,534,615   71.2   116.6 
Big Easy Foods  $2,775,150   816.1   2,334.7 
Cox  $2,096,082   1,711.2   4,940.9 
Sea Cuisine  $2,086,630   22.3   17.1 
Lu Mar American Harvest  $2,044,733   37.2   35.0 

COOKED SHRIMP  $1,185,788,000   (0.6)  (1.7)
No Brand  $59,584,040   102.4   148.3 
No Brand  $30,955,040   11.8   11.3 
Aqua Star  $30,676,380   34.7   58.9 
Chicken Of The Sea  $23,043,220   201.3   242.7 
Tastee Choice  $12,829,830   43.6   35.0 
Margaritaville  $11,234,560   23.5   13.6 
Royal Tiger  $5,603,857   1,194.8   1,182.8 
Geisha  $4,221,763   60.5   37.3 
Rubicon  $4,119,475   857,659.3   893,150.9 
Wholey  $4,008,623   56.3   44.9 
Chef Net  $3,225,102   178.0   494.6 
Jadelion  $2,908,204   74.8   52.2 
Sea Cove  $2,443,163   50.6   47.5

MEAT (NO POULTRY)  $1,734,500,000   4.0   0.7 
Cooked Perfect  $30,233,820   22.9   21.9 
Prairie Ridge  $27,753,340   38.9   30.4 
Stampede  $22,473,440   99.9   91.9 
Fast Classics  $15,798,390   11.1   10.7 
Great American  $11,079,260   24.3   24.1 
Steak Eze  $9,841,295   268.1   183.7 
Tyson Grilled And Ready  $7,976,450   406.2   351.2 
No Name Steaks  $7,197,068   19.9   20.6 
Stockman And Dakota  $4,233,066   23.5   16.7 
Extra Value Meats  $3,527,870   23,713,214.5   17,008,976.2 
Quaker Maid  $3,357,268   15.4   31.6 
Nobrand  $3,023,411   201.3   179.8 
Huisken  $2,431,221   12.8   22.3 
Strauss  $2,293,577   25.2   12.2

SAUSAGE  $479,411,600   8.0   (1.6)
Jimmy Dean  $59,173,900   16.6   12.9 
Johnsonville  $20,327,360   38.8   12.6 
Tennessee Pride  $11,797,630   14.9   37.7 
Rudy’s Farm  $6,847,859   21.5   27.6 
Swaggerty  $5,168,923   21.0   19.5 

Ole South  $3,683,441   31.0   35.1 
Applegate  $3,492,692   175.2   172.4 
Isernios  $3,158,336   53.9   37.4 
Applegate Farms  $2,466,727   20.4   19.0 

FZ/RFG MEAT SUBSTITUTES  $399,589,800   6.5   4.8 
Gardein  $13,196,920   94.3   90.2 
Tofurky  $12,028,100   31.6   32.4 
Yves Veggie Cuisine  $5,327,513   25.0   35.0 
Lightlife  $4,796,088   2,102.9   1,906.3 
Morningstar Farms Meal Starters  $3,636,799   127.2   168.5 
It’s All Good  $2,884,832   12.5   12.0 

CHILI  $19,295,130   4.7   2.8 
Gold Star Chili  $3,361,600   15.9   12.9 

SOUP  $50,117,510   62.9   34.1 
Bertolli Meal Soup  $24,581,040   261.0   274.8 

FZ/RFG  CHCK/CHCK SUBST  $3,189,657,000   3.1   0.5 
Gold Leaf  $61,696,850   19.2   10.6 
Pilgrim’s Pride  $55,097,470   235.5   364.0 
Tender Bird  $25,570,580   23.3   17.8 
Foster Farms  $23,987,270   17.4   25.3 
Just Bare  $16,262,560   35.2   33.8 
Harvestland  $16,022,960   35.2   30.2 
Perdue Fit & Easy  $9,877,865   23.9   15.3 
Randall Farms  $7,593,217   38.4   45.7 
House Of Raeford  $7,041,921   47.0   39.8 
Sunchef  $5,997,087   35.5   30.6 
Peco  $5,831,333   187.7   111.2 
Mikey’s Butcher Shop  $4,761,586   36.3   35.7 
Signature Select  $4,738,687   47.5   55.0 
Gol-Pak Snack Wings  $4,148,324   24.1   22.2 
Springer Mountain Farms  $3,513,404   37.7   36.4 
Koch Foods Tender Cravers  $3,308,750   2,255.7   2,380.9 
Smart Chicken  $3,291,193   55.1   40.7 
Beeman  $3,120,815   108.8   103.8 
Signature Pick 5  $2,507,198   40.4   47.2 
Gold N Plump Extra Tender  $2,436,674   296.4   332.4 

FZ/RFG TURK/TURK SUBST  $1,066,547,000   11.2   (2.5)
Butterball Everyday  $63,772,570   66.7   23.7 
Jennie-O  $59,378,540   36.8   24.9 
Perdue  $39,270,100   37.9   26.9 
Harvestland  $22,792,270   124.3   114.3 
Plainville Farms  $13,567,300   32.2   30.8 
Jennie-O All Natural  $4,922,086   163.6   126.5 
Royal  $4,297,998   13.0   11.9 
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Frozen soup was one of only two 
subcategories to be ‘hot’ all by

itself. Led by Bertolli meal Soup,
it jumped 62.9% in dollars and 

34.1% in units. 



HOT BRANDS

Philly Gourmet  $3,434,928   72.8   81.7 
Carolina Turkey  $2,250,440   84.4   60.7 
Honey Suckle  $2,097,855   25.5   34.5
 
PIEROGI  $92,740,180   (0.5)  (4.7)
Poppy’s   $3,523,493   10.7   11.2 
Kasias  $2,592,383   10.6   17.5 

RAVIOLI  $140,081,700   (1.7)  (5.3)
Louisa  $9,839,016   21.1   18.9 
Mama’s  $2,226,113   12.7   12.5 

SIDE DISHES  $340,508,600   (1.6)  (4.6)
57th Street Grille  $8,329,096   95.0   95.5 
Garden Lites  $5,551,476   21.5   23.2 
Marie Callender’s  $4,880,242   192,129.2   368,818.0 
Minute Steamers  $4,866,287   433.6   521.2 
Mrs. T’s  $2,821,908   22.1   11.0 
Innovasian  $2,502,670   69.8   43.4 

PRCSSD FZ/RFG CHCK/CHCK SUB  $3,051,817,000   2.9   2.1 
Tyson Grilled And Ready  $184,240,300   53.5   59.5 
Foster Farms  $64,516,030   12.6   10.5 
Barber Foods  $45,746,810   15.8   13.7 
Weaver  $35,957,680   24.9   10.1 
Yummy Dino Buddies  $20,174,080   27.1   22.3 
Perdue Simply Smart  $18,499,150   1,891.5   1,886.0 
Pilgrim’s Pride  $15,230,620   394.2   333.9 
Hillshire Farm Grilled Essentls  $12,744,970   882.4   938.5 
Koch Foods Oven Cravers  $11,672,960   2,167.3   2,814.0 
Old World Kitchen  $9,815,032   23.9   23.8 
Harvestland  $9,199,590   19.1   18.5 
Completely Fresh Foods Jck Danls  $8,614,351   19.6   19.2 
Aidells  $8,419,067   81.0   80.9 
Applegate Farms  $7,310,604   40.7   42.4 
Milford Valley Farms  $6,049,702   17.1   21.5 
Koch Foods Tender Cravers  $4,786,804   995.1   1,061.9 
Crazy Cuizine  $3,628,788   22.5   32.2 
Simmons  $3,185,082   468,629.3   393,998.2 
Barber Foods Seasoned Selects  $2,818,287   32.4   57.3 
Tofurky  $2,741,987   17.4   15.2 
Tyson Dino Nuggets  $2,033,814   572.7   574.1 

PRCSSD FZ/RFG TURK/TURK SUB  $82,968,350   3.5   (4.4)
Jennie-O  $4,885,978   47.3   25.5 
Butterball  $3,159,216   82.3   54.2 
Armour  $2,438,434   73.3   68.2 
Harvestland  $2,033,808   30.0   34.3 

FRSH BKD BRD/ROLL/BISCUIT  $772,788,800   2.9   (0.6)
Pillsbury Grands  $32,559,810   19.2   22.1 
Udi’s  $28,067,260   65.6   65.1 
Alexia  $3,415,190   25.9   22.9 

BREAKFAST ENTREES  $679,540,300   4.9   2.7 
Jimmy Dean Breakfast Bowls  $104,458,000   10.9   16.3 
De Wafelbakkers  $38,346,630   19.9   15.7 
Kellogg’s Eggo Frnch Toastr Stcks  $13,869,540   51.3   43.2 
Pillsbury Egg Scrambles  $10,023,560   108.7   103.7 

IHOP At Home  $9,134,882   48.9   40.7 
Morningstar Farms  $8,688,536   55.9   56.2 
Marie Callender’s Breakfast Anytime  $3,932,875   850.9   837.9 
Tyson  $3,480,817   1,588.2   1,776.0 
Van’s  $2,757,078   43.8   39.2 

BREAKFAST HANDHELD  $837,145,900   7.2   4.6 
Odom’s Tennessee Pride  $62,347,880   13.9   12.5 
Jimmy Dean Delights  $39,491,060   13,374,347.4   5,755,211.8 
Pillsbury  $19,104,540   90.7   83.5 
IHOP At Home  $10,963,140   318.2   247.2 
Owens  $3,070,079   1,623.1   3,509.3 
Don Miguel Breakfast Starts  $2,256,238   175.2   166.7 
Williams Express  $2,142,497   34.0   31.4 

OTHER BREAKFAST FOOD  $300,227,700   (4.3)  (9.8)
Kellogg’s Eggo Frnch Toastr Stcks  $10,708,190   38.5   32.4 
De Wafelbakkers  $8,618,163   604.5   571.5 
IHOP At Home  $7,193,116   23.1   18.3 
Pillsbury  $6,442,348   48.1   16.8 
Great Day Breakfast  $2,529,400   17.4   37.7 
Kellogg’s Eggo Minis  $2,012,109   395.6   385.3 

WAFFLES  $893,448,100   7.7   (2.1)
Kellogg’s Eggo Thick And Fluffy  $38,528,240   60.8   43.1 
Van’s  $29,774,100   22.1   19.6 
Kashi  $11,745,350   25.2   21.4 
Nature’s Path Organic  $2,652,869   16.6   13.4 

CHEESECAKES  $136,490,900   (3.3)  (9.6)
Lawler’s  $17,977,210   28.4   60.4 
The Cheesecake Factory  $4,730,879   87.8   43.4 
Atlanta Cheesecake Co  $3,470,496   211.1   602.4 

SWEET GDS - NO CHEESECAKES  $237,022,300   (5.7)  (10.9)
Tulip Street Bakery  $4,925,530   28.5   30.3 
Chudleigh’s Blossoms  $3,443,268   202.4   598.8 

PRPRD VGTBLS (SAUCE/CRUMBS)  $386,046,500   (3.2)  (5.7)
Birds Eye Steamfresh  $58,139,250   15.4   16.5 
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables  $3,588,850   2,202.7   1,962.2 

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS  $1,789,732,000   3.4   0.8 
Delimex  $120,430,300   30.8   25.8 
Tai Pei  $53,627,270   20.0   10.2 
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine  $43,728,660   14.6   17.7 
Hot Pockets Snackers  $26,131,600   41.0   38.5 
Michelina’s Zapems  $9,571,176   92.1   91.4 
Michelina’s Lean Gourmet  $9,301,653   249.1   248.2 
SeaPak  $7,775,325   1,436.2   1,437.1 
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‘other breakfast food’ was down in 
dollars and units, but had several 
hot brands with double- and even 

triple-digit gains.   
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© Organic Valley 2013

OrganicValley.coop  1-888-444-MILK*Dollar growth, 52 weeks ending 12/22/12, Spins/Nielsen natural & mainstream combined.

Why is Organic Valley the fastest growing organic dairy brand?* We’re on a mission 
to bring nutritious, great tasting organic dairy from pasture to table while supporting 
family farms. Now we’ve got fresh new packaging designed to better capture the 
honest, authentic spirit of our brand and resonate with today’s organic buyers. 
Look for it on shelves in March and watch your organic milk sales grow as fast as we are.
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Nathan’s Famous  $7,607,151   60.6   82.2 
Michelina’s  $7,543,849   1,088.7   2,149.0 
Van’s  $6,956,481   49.3   82.1 
Tony’s  $6,808,882   494.6   463.6 
Banquet  $6,194,500   850.4   556.7 
Nancy’s Petite Quiche  $5,920,051   24.8   20.7 
Foster Farms  $4,137,427   83.7   20.3 
Super Pretzel Pretzel Dogs  $3,704,510   57.7   55.6 
Tennessee Pride  $3,282,191   31.5   33.4 
Good Wives  $2,723,652   29.1   36.1 
Innovasian  $2,390,008   64.3   59.5 

BREADED VEGETABLES  $37,013,920   6.8   2.6 
Michael Angelos  $2,154,315   33.2   31.3 
Crunchtables  $2,047,506   5,714.1   5,559.1 

PRETZELS  $67,857,810   (0.3)  (2.7)
Hanover  $3,458,029   23.4   33.7 

HNDHLD ENTRS (NON-BRKFST)  $2,385,924,000   (0.4)  (4.1)
Smuckers Uncrustables  $104,616,800   16.5   10.6 
Amys  $46,449,680   15.6   12.1 
Bar S  $38,484,230   14.9   11.1 
Pierre  $31,160,650   38.1   28.8 
Morningstar Farms  $15,276,690   31.8   33.3 
Fast Bites  $11,370,880   56.4   53.1 
Totino’s Pizza Stuffers  $10,398,880   19.9   26.6 
TGI Friday’s Anytime  $9,882,738   44.5   85.2 
Delimex  $9,427,959   38.7   38.9 
Pierre On The Go Pb Jamwich  $6,652,431   160.9   160.1 
Armour  $5,209,651   343.8   460.5 
Raybern New York Deli Style  $4,790,216   218.2   274.0 
Excelline  $4,738,427   597.3   521.6 
Signature Pick 5  $4,133,620   616.4   623.9 
Pierre Drive Thru  $3,371,383   15,678.5   18,733.1 
Red’s  $2,651,917   391.0   434.4 

MLTI-SRV DINNERS/ENTREES  $2,141,991,000   (6.9)  (11.1)
Michael Angelo’s  $62,520,950   17.9   13.6 
Gourmet Dining  $46,953,800   44.2   58.8 
Zatarain’s  $15,156,020   35.8   54.3 
Newman’s Own  $14,854,460   735.9   739.0 
Family Buffet  $8,985,331   48.1   30.1 
Bon Appetit  $6,431,458   315.2   305.9 
Red Baron  $5,727,110   380.7   207.1 
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine  $5,553,792   73.3   65.9 
Weight Watchers Smart Ones  $5,253,621   83.3   80.0 
Chung’s  $4,877,301   17.4   29.0 
Simmering Samurai  $4,721,913   458.8   577.9 
Rice Gourmet  $3,906,736   13.4   14.2 
Culinary Delights  $2,492,753   13.8   15.2 

Simek’s  $2,287,112   21.2   29.6 
Bertolli Meal Starter  $2,229,472   134.2   178.6 

SNGL-SRV DINNERS/ENTREES  $4,687,748,000   (1.1)  (4.2)
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Smpl Favorts  $258,704,900   63.8   63.8 
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisn Culnry Collct  $216,996,300   75,722,997.1   59,500,478.3 
Healthy Choic Tp Chf Caf Steamrs  $95,159,500   870.6   882.3 
Marie Callendrs Frsh Flavr Stmrs  $61,463,080   152.2   154.8 
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Sp Collectn  $58,303,070   84.2   77.8 
TGI Friday’s  $35,224,620   23.8   28.6 
Green Giant Valley Fresh Steamrs  $34,665,840   57.9   48.5 
Innovasian  $30,606,750   45.9   33.2 
Michelinas Zapems Gourmet  $22,460,220   195.3   185.3 
Amy’s Light And Lean  $20,071,440   130.5   120.5 
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Veggi Cuisin  $6,504,354   784.5   761.1 
Pagoda Express  $6,501,648   1,310.1   1,391.9 
An Joy  $3,465,941   31.8   32.0 
Richard’s Cajun Favorites  $3,278,745   18.3   12.2 
EVOL Bowls  $2,662,248   555.5   551.7 
Corky’s  $2,472,582   37.8   35.0 
Tandoor Chef  $2,262,674   35.8   36.8 

PIES  $505,714,700   10.3   7.7 
Marie Callender’s  $165,681,400   49.0   80.6 
Claim Jumper Restaurant  $7,508,926   14.5   15.0 
Ultimate Plush Pippin  $3,525,368   103.3   106.1 
The Village PieMaker  $2,058,658   734.5   779.4 

PIZZA  $4,348,204,000   (3.2)  (4.1)
Newman’s Own  $50,050,950   19.2   14.0 
Jack’s Naturally Rising  $22,861,270   13.3   17.7 
Bellatoria  $19,776,070   18.0   16.8 
Tombstone Double Top  $19,245,680   1,243.7   1,308.8 
Dr Oetker Ristorante  $14,187,500   117.6   109.0 
Palermo Classics  $12,788,490   24.7   29.1 
Jack’s  $7,456,913   35.3   35.1 
Connie’s  $6,242,682   19.7   13.2 
Heggies  $5,337,377   11.7   10.4 
Pizza Corner  $5,017,071   13.0   13.2 
American Flatbread  $3,201,731   114.5   138.3 

PIZZA CRUSTS/DOUGH  $24,314,980   71.7   49.2 
Freschetta  $7,861,024   138.2   131.6 
Udi’s Pizza  $3,405,658   110.6   111.3 

POT PIES  $469,091,700   11.8   2.7 
Marie Callender’s  $263,149,400   15.0   12.8 
Blake’s  $2,234,128   21.1   17.8 

BEANS  $319,730,900   (1.2)  (4.2)
Pictsweet All Natural  $7,105,873   38.6   29.1 
Pictsweet Steamables  $3,953,791   115.2   107.2 
White Toque  $2,131,183   452.7   460.8 

BROCCOLI  $347,646,700   1.5   (2.1)
Green Giant $4,753,230   140.7   78.1 
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables  $4,500,903   11.6   11.9 

CARROTS  $29,611,360   9.3   3.5 
Green Giant  $7,155,591   39.5   23.6 

BRAND $ SALES % CHG % CHG UNITSBRAND $ SALES % CHG % CHG UNITS

Dinners and entrees (including 
handheld non-breakfast) posted 
soft sales overall, but had 48 ‘hot 

brands’ between them. 



The Make-N-Bake Pizza Pak is fun for the whole family to make together at dinner, for an after school snack, a kid’s 
party,  during the big game or in a college dorm room. Your customers can easily make anywhere from one to four 

pizzas at a time. The Make-N-Bake Pizza Pak contains our � nest ingredients and is uniquely packaged to get noticed 
and encourage impulse sales. 

Available in two varieties,pepperoni and cheese and shipped ready for refrigerated or frozen merchandising 
in your deli, dairy, meat or frozen department. 

Call us today to start including the Make-N-Bake Pizza Pak in your stores
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CORN  $304,540,700   0.3   (2.3)
Glori Ann  $2,784,475   79.8   88.0 

MIXED VEGETABLES  $761,218,300   0.8   (3.5)
Green Giant  $15,148,480   45.7   47.9 
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables  $8,614,281   47.3   46.2 
Pictsweet Steamables  $7,590,494   23.4   23.8 
Pictsweet Deluxe  $6,256,286   14.5   20.1 
Fresh Frozen  $4,553,116   16.4   16.0 
Hanover  $4,469,904   16.3   20.0 
Pictsweet Deluxe Sides  $3,644,627   240.4   192.8 
La Fe  $3,476,328   28.3   18.1 

OTHER PLAIN VEGETABLES  $264,412,400   9.7   3.4 
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables  $15,895,990   48.4   36.1 
Birds Eye Steamfresh  $11,056,710   54.3   47.5 
Seapoint Farms  $9,586,627   20.0   32.4 
Hanover Gold Line  $5,846,355   10.7   15.6 
Pictsweet Deluxe Sides  $4,902,589   431.6   354.5 
Birds Eye  $4,493,807   30.3   19.8 
Eat Smart  $4,021,175   393.7   350.1 
Green Giant  $3,764,942   1,231.9   1,550.2 

PEAS  $271,042,000   0.2   (3.8)
Cascadian Farm  $2,981,743   17.8   18.0 
Hanover Country Fresh Classics  $2,368,346   52.1   59.1 
Hanover  $2,169,398   15.4   21.4 

SPINACH  $137,418,500   2.0   (2.3)
Green Giant Weight Watchers  $15,650,270   21.7   18.2 
Birds Eye C & W  $3,260,169   19.6   13.3 
Pictsweet All Natural  $2,287,584   83.5   45.9 
Pictsweet Deluxe  $2,277,691   29.1   24.3 

ONION RINGS  $59,792,940   (1.2)  (4.4)
Alexia  $16,243,950   20.8   20.2 
Nathan’s Famous  $4,524,398   47.5   41.0 

PLN POTAT/FRIES/HSHBRWNS  $1,501,597,000   0.6   (1.6)
Alexia  $87,948,530   16.6   18.4 
Idaho Valley  $20,390,310   65.6   60.0 
Heinz Valley Select  $5,512,670   28.0   22.1 
Buyers Best  $3,964,188   11.7   21.5 
T J Farms Select  $2,515,872   114.8   231.1 
Alexia Yukon Gold  $2,274,103   21.7   17.8 

DRINK/CCKTL DRINK CNCNTRT  $102,770,000   7.6   4.8 
Jamba  $18,796,340   60.6   58.1 
Dole  $15,396,000   1,083.6   1,194.9 
Sunrise Growers Pure Frt Smooths  $2,181,034   467.8   536.0
 
YOGURT/TOFU  $290,218,900   24.1   25.3 
Ben & Jerry’s  $21,245,000   1,358,106.1   1,678,386.1 
Kemps  $18,188,720   40.1   37.8 
Wells Blue Bunny  $17,866,950   18.8   13.2 

So Delicious  $11,501,610   252.8   237.0 
Kemps Live Healthy  $9,601,497   21.3   19.2 
Hood Smooth & Creamy  $2,481,761   27.5   29.4 

ICE CREAM  $5,055,597,000   3.4   (0.8)
Breyers Blasts  $104,663,400   32.9   28.0 
Friendly’s  $87,332,440   22.4   28.7 
Kemps  $60,635,500   18.5   17.4 
Talenti  $40,714,830   88.8   82.1 
Polar Treats  $24,707,940   41.0   24.8 
Hudsonville  $21,645,900   21.5   20.1 
Hood  $20,030,810   17.5   16.8 
Graeter’s  $14,427,720   33.1   23.5 
Umpqua  $13,163,180   24.2   18.8 
Dean’s Country Fresh  $13,113,140   38.0   33.7 
Friendly’s Sundae Xtreme  $12,614,920   17.7   16.8 
Turkey Hill Philadelphia Style  $10,365,420   11.1   11.2 
Hood New England Creamery  $9,881,135   17.1   13.9 
Prairie Farms Old Recipe  $8,777,987   13.1   14.0 
Ruggles  $8,496,268   13.7   16.8 
Land O’Lakes  $7,781,247   95.7   79.3 
Farr’s  $7,212,289   12.2   11.1 
Belfonte  $7,080,002   33.1   35.8 
Friendly’s Smooth Churned  $5,776,272   16.5   15.1 
Hiland  $5,755,844   25.5   29.5 
Turkey Hill Stuffd  $5,636,947   283.7   80.2 
Swiss  $4,812,045   63.4   59.1 
Arctic Zero  $3,866,849   191.4   183.2 
United Golden  $3,706,169   10.6   13.7 
Friendly’s Fruit Swirls  $3,362,566   34.5   34.2 
Cedar Crest  $2,545,859   20.0   11.2 
Producers  $2,527,156   45.1   48.7
 
SHERBET/SORBET/ICES  $217,603,200   1.2   (2.9)
Blue Bell  $13,077,010   14.9   12.2 

ICE CREAM/ICE MILK DESSERTS  $228,734,500   (8.6)  (38.9)
Celebration Foods Oreo  $16,605,850   19.0   11.4 
Carvel Snickers  $4,023,754   19.2   10.8 
Friendly’s Reeses  $3,323,028   202.8   180.0 
Oreo  $2,263,676   101.2   98.8 
Celebration Foods M&M’s  $2,066,990   46.6   29.8 

NOVELTIES  $3,629,834,000   3.4   (1.5)
Magnum  $102,500,900   61.2   46.3 
Wells Blue Bunny  $94,685,030   39.8   40.0 
Budget Saver  $49,655,140   26.8   21.9 
Wells Blue Bunny Champ  $32,423,720   16.7   15.1 
Wells Blue Bunny Sweet Freedom  $27,429,860   14.7   16.0 
Unilever Reese’s  $20,739,160   35.6   35.5 
Klondike Choco Taco  $19,211,660   55.8   43.2 
Nestlé  $15,192,180   28.8   39.2 
Nestlé Tollhouse  $14,577,760   38.6   23.8 
Lindy’s Homemade  $13,599,620   18.8   25.3 
Yasso  $13,428,080   445.2   573.6 
Nestlé Crunch  $10,225,570   48.2   42.4 
Diana’s Bananas Banana Babies  $9,878,555   16.2   16.7 
Blue Bell Mooo Bar  $9,723,980   19.3   14.8 
Hood  $9,526,954   20.9   22.9 

Novelties had 29 ‘hot brands,’ and 
ice cream came in with 27. 



LOTZZA MOTZZA is a registered trademark, and BREW PUB PIZZA and the associated
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Popsicle Firecracker  $9,146,718   24.7   59.3 
Nestlé  $7,298,390   84.6   130.6 
So Delicious Minis  $7,153,502   27.9   20.7 
Premium Creamies  $4,753,956   17.5   15.8 
Polar Treats  $4,424,567   156.0   100.1 
Nestlé Butterfinger  $3,901,312   33.1   34.7 
Hood Hoodsie  $3,598,634   11.5   13.1 
Good Humor Oreo  $3,514,939   55.5   14.7 
Milky Way  $3,337,852   334.3   267.4 
Pet Nutty Buddy  $3,290,493   275.1   244.6 
Friendly’s  $2,732,266   74.1   88.7 
Julie’s Organic  $2,611,344   20.5   10.4 
Mayfield Nutty Buddy  $2,510,081   89.0   110.1 
Yoplait Bites  $2,155,411   381.8   397.6 

ICE POP NOVELTIES  $165,383,500   (4.4)  (5.5)
Tampico  $4,728,942   42.1   47.9 
Wyler’s  $2,528,227   21.4   14.5 
Bolis  $2,492,745   34.5   43.2 
Slush Puppy  $2,204,167   14.6   13.4 

Kasias  $2,592,383   10.6   17.5

RAVIOLI  $140,081,700   (1.7)  (5.3)
Louisa  $9,839,016   21.1   18.9 
Mama’s  $2,226,113   12.7   12.5 

SIDE DISHES  $340,508,600   (1.6)  (4.6)
57th Street Grille  $8,329,096   95.0   95.5 
Garden Lites  $5,551,476   21.5   23.2 
Marie Callender’s  $4,880,242   192,129.2   368,818.0 
Minute Steamers  $4,866,287   433.6   521.2 
Mrs. T’s  $2,821,908   22.1   11.0 
Innovasian  $2,502,670   69.8   43.4 

PRCSSD FZ/RFG CHCK/CHCK SUB  $3,051,817,000   2.9   2.1 
Tyson Grilled And Ready  $184,240,300   53.5   59.5 
Foster Farms  $64,516,030   12.6   10.5 
Barber Foods  $45,746,810   15.8   13.7 
Weaver  $35,957,680   24.9   10.1 
Yummy Dino Buddies  $20,174,080   27.1   22.3 
Perdue Simply Smart  $18,499,150   1,891.5   1,886.0 
Pilgrim’s Pride  $15,230,620   394.2   333.9 
Hillshire Farm Grilled Essentls  $12,744,970   882.4   938.5 
Koch Foods Oven Cravers  $11,672,960   2,167.3   2,814.0 

HOT BRANDS: DELI
Brands with dollar and unit sales of 10% or higher for the 
52 weeks ended Nov. 4, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI 
Group, the Chicago-based market research firm.  Data 
includes supermarkets, mass merchandisers (including 
Walmart), drugstores, military commissaries, and select 
club and dollar retail chains. 

PASTA/NOODLE  $280,319,400   1.2   0.4 
Pasta Prima  $19,601,610   171.1 119.5 
House Foods  $3,991,757   16.8   15.5 

Fortune  $2,468,774   20.7   24.3

PICKLES  $205,005,700   1.3   (1.2)
Farm Fresh  $2,350,269   24.4   23.2 
Farm Ridge Foods  $2,274,348   54.9   46.3 

PORK PRODUCT HOCKS/FEET  $67,920,590   6.6   (1.3)
IBP  $5,947,752   19.6   17.9 
Farmland  $3,172,538   154.6 83.4 

UNCOOKED MEATS (NO POULTRY)  $2,914,864,000   7.9   (0.7)
Our Certified  $97,222,900   15.3   13.3 
Interstate  $16,574,390   17.2   13.8 
Nobrand  $13,925,530   35.4   24.1 
Monfort  $13,543,650   65.9   45.0 
Minnesota Gold  $8,040,174   46.4   56.5 
Organic Prairie  $7,434,631   44.1   26.3 
Valley  $7,405,037   252.0 244.7 
Farmer John  $5,775,595   266.4  269.0 
Meadowland Farms  $5,364,321   53,866.1  72,309.8 
Kobe Beef America Steakhouse Elite  $5,009,785   483.0  500.6 
Sadler’s Smokehouse  $4,805,733   252.9  252.1 
WM  $4,376,412   23.2  14.8 
Old Neighborhood  $4,219,287   391.9  355.9 
Naturewell  $3,841,183   97.8  33.4 
Thousand Hills Cattle Company  $3,373,318   78.4   69.5 
Schenks  $3,336,720   29.8   31.0 
Brothers Choice  $3,210,309   118.1  115.7 
White Oak  $3,152,376   66.0   62.5 
Stones  $2,933,734   518.8  570.8 
Swift  $2,021,142   142.4  173.9 

FISH/HERRING/SEAFOOD  $490,334,000   4.3    0.4 
Chicken Of The Sea  $16,215,350   109.0  93.6 
Paramount Reserve  $14,934,880   571,909.7   559,714.3 
Dockside Classics  $10,272,830   28.1   27.6 
Culinary Reserve  $8,892,977   21.9   15.4 
Baltimore Crab Company  $7,716,610   90.6   105.9 
Gold Coast Salads  $7,017,282   18.5   15.2 
Ducktrap River  $7,008,997   33.0   37.6 
Frankly Fresh  $5,934,104   35.4   38.7 
Nathan’s  $4,106,771   16.3   18.3 
Resers  $3,451,066   16.0   11.7 
Monterey Seafoods  $3,280,769   55.6   66.4 
Aqua Farms  $3,157,339   86.5   72.6 
Boss  $2,898,015   58.9   62.9 
Buena Ventura  $2,464,214   12.2   13.0
 
NON-SLICED LUNCHMEAT  $225,591,900   (6.8)  (8.3)
John Morrell  $12,974,010   27.1   28.1 
Armour  $4,938,710   3,067.7  3,359.6 
Induveca  $4,392,840   20.1   15.5 
Fiorucci  $2,630,258   803.0  582.5 

SLICED LUNCHMEAT  $5,344,707,000   (0.3)  (1.3)
Hormel Natural Choice  $100,526,600   13.2   12.4 
Tyson  $43,656,380   132.3   358.4 
Land O Frost  $38,900,610   62.7   27.0 
John Morrell  $32,570,630   14.3   19.2 

BRAND $ SALES % CHG % CHG UNITSBRAND $ SALES % CHG % CHG UNITS

BRAND $ SALES % CHG % CHG UNITS
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Land O Frost Bistro Favorites  $30,645,560   26.2   28.1 
Columbus  $29,075,910   20.2   15.2 
Hillshire Farm Deli Carvers  $23,171,300   1,727.4  1,757.4 
Boars Head  $22,178,110   66.0   75.8 
Hatfield  $17,253,290   20.0   18.8 
Applegate  $16,322,780   32.7   27.6 
Fischer’s  $15,104,600   10.3   17.7 
Daniele  $15,075,220   11.5   12.4 
Applegate Farms  $13,337,430   14.6   14.0 
Applegate Naturals  $10,561,110   102.5   111.4 
Citterio Fresco  $5,837,979   13.3   12.4 
Applegate Organics  $5,134,962   46.4   44.2 
Bar S Extra Lean  $5,024,597   15.2   11.8 
Daniele Del Duca  $3,782,745   138.2  135.5 
Peyton  $2,541,496   17.7  17.0 
Busseto  $2,264,094   29.4   26.2 
Bridgford  $2,107,914   22.5   30.0 

MEAT/CHEESE/CRACKER/DESSERT  $1,292,760,000   2.2  3.4 
Hormel Snack Tray  $33,746,870   27.1   23.1 
Armour Lnch Makrs Crackr Crnchrs  $31,275,150   80.8   65.3 
Armour Lunch Makers Loco Nachos  $12,358,230   117.3  242.3 
Armour Active Packs  $6,284,419   434.8   447.9 
Hormel  $5,987,430   105.8  87.5 

PIZZA CRUST/DOUGH  $119,054,500   2.3   4.1 
Mama Mary’s  $37,337,830   12.2   12.9 
Guttenplan’s  $2,233,524   22.2   24.3 

PIZZA/PIZZA KITS  $335,037,000   (6.7)  (5.0)
Family Finest Make N Bake  $3,855,128   310.6  303.8 
Hormel  $3,256,756   1,008.4  1,048.4 

BACON  $3,608,451,000   1.5  1.0 
Wright  $244,591,600   13.0  20.4 
Smithfield  $133,884,800   15.0   20.3 
Butterball Everyday  $64,944,750   21.0   17.5 
John Morrell  $51,878,460   16.8  25.9 
Hatfield  $17,675,350   10.4   14.7 
Hormel Natural Choice  $15,964,790   49.6   62.3 
Applegate Naturals  $12,690,500   44.0    42.9 
Aberdeen Farms  $9,041,709   35.5   31.4 
Daily’s Big Buy  $8,351,582   35.8    32.0 
Rose  $7,987,683   15.2   17.8 
Godshall’s  $7,941,953   72.6   12.2 
William’s  $7,316,112   20.1   14.0 
Oscar Mayer Hickory Country  $6,343,674   68.3   58.7 
King Cotton  $5,466,816   43.2   81.3 
Gusto’s  $5,433,915   22.6   39.4 
Indiana Kitchen  $5,187,906   32.0   24.9 
Hoffy  $4,960,365   34.8   46.6 
Hunter  $4,525,860   11.4   15.4 
John Morrell Ready Crisp  $4,512,773   62.8   64.3 

Hempler’s  $4,360,429   32.8    37.2 
Cottage  $3,881,534   40.7   59.3 
Ole Carolina  $3,488,860   103.4 122.0 
Branding Iron  $2,935,931  66.2   82.5 
Hickory Heritage  $2,259,786  16.2   11.8 
Carando  $2,191,618   26.2   32.8 
Elliott’s  $2,082,754   23.1   27.0 

BREAKFAST SAUSAGE/HAM  $1,411,008,000   2.6   2.2 
Swaggerty  $29,570,680   34.1   37.4 
Owens  $27,717,830   10.2   20.9 
Eckrich Smok-Y  $25,234,240   37.0   33.8 
Gwaltney  $8,406,019   63.1   79.7 
John Morrell  $6,037,972   65.8   147.6 
Rudy’s Farm  $5,095,010   19.2   20.3 
Hormel Cure 81  $4,980,812   81.6   75.8 
Al Fresco  $4,392,317   31.2  37.7 
Hormel Black Label  $4,082,668   22.0  93.3 
Falls  $3,797,508   23.0  16.2 
Butterball Everyday  $3,108,515   20.5  14.3 
Ballard’s Farm  $2,113,709   58.9   34.5
 
DINNER SAUSAGE  $2,915,531,000   4.9   3.7 
Aidells  $59,335,760   23.5   23.6 
Zummo’s  $18,347,860   12.8   11.1 
Hillshire Farm Gourmet Creations  $14,316,760   1,815.2 1,961.9 
Cacique  $11,278,600   11.8  10.8 
Hatfield  $9,263,393   16.5   12.8 
Wright  $4,584,664   7,631.9  7,216.3 
V & V Supremo  $4,443,433   16.2   14.9 
Down Home Brand  $4,332,763   12.6   10.2 
Harvestland  $4,075,643   53.4   70.2 
Denmark Foods  $4,065,038   30.6    44.2 
Polk’s  $3,687,178   12.3  27.0 
Burton  $3,448,590   36.3  34.3 
Casual Gourmet  $3,186,657   20.7  16.1 
DJ’s Boudain  $3,136,406   13.9  15.1 
Magnolia  $3,019,982   18.3   15.2 
Cacique Ranchero  $2,583,317   39.2   32.6 
Guy Fieri  $2,432,439   352.7 336.0 
Perdue  $2,372,034   177.2 120.7 
Thin N Trim  $2,345,555   60.7    62.4 
Hempler’s  $2,322,920   27.6   30.0 
Canino  $2,162,154   29.1   12.9 
Bilinski  $2,101,509   46.6    49.5 
Kowalski  $2,029,042   21.2   14.0 

FRANKFURTERS  $2,544,262,000   0.8   (3.4)
Nathan’s Famous  $165,896,500   15.5   18.0 
Foster Farms  $21,863,570   14.3    18.2 
John Morrell  $20,828,480   43.6    48.6 
Jennie O Turkey Store  $15,479,110   22.5   10.8 
Kayem Old Tyme  $14,089,130   39.9    26.8 
Armour  $13,264,720   21.5   12.6 
Applegate Farms  $10,105,470   53.2   54.5 
Rath Blackhawk  $8,564,699   16.4   24.7 
McKenzie Country Classics  $2,062,741   224.1   82.2 
Caspers  $2,028,919   17.9   26.3
     n

Bacon, sausage and ham were 
among the subcategories with the 

biggest gains in the deli. 
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FROZEN 
BREAD
RISES 2.0%
But the refrigerated segment falls flat.

BY DENISE LEATHERS

Frozen bread and dough rose 
2.0% across all channels to 
$267.92 million during the 12 

weeks ended Dec. 2 versus the same 
period a year earlier, according to 
Chicago-based market research firm 
SymphonyIRI Group. And although 
units fell 2.5%, volume was up 1.2%, 
suggesting a shift to higher-count 
packages.

Frozen cookie dough shot up 
461.1% to $7.74 million and frozen 
bread/roll/pastry dough sales rose 
1.4% to $73.74 million. But the much 
larger frozen fresh baked bread/roll/
biscuit segment saw its sales shrink 
1.0% to $186.43 million — despite a 
3.9% gain by top-seller private label. 

In the refrigerated section, total 
dough sales slid 2.5% to $533.87 
million, while units and volume 
fell 2.2% and 2.6%, respectively. 

Manufacturers attribute recent soft 
sales to increased competition from 
in-store bakeries, rising demand for 
better-for-you alternatives and a slow 
economic recovery that’s led many 
consumers to cut out unnecessary 
mealtime “extras.” Another obstacle 
to growth is perceived lack of con-
venience.

CONVENIENCE IS KEY
To cut down on prep time, Ana-
heim, Calif.-based Bridgford Foods 
(www.bridgford.com) is moving into 
the heat-and-serve arena with fully 
cooked, microwaveable Buttermilk 
Biscuits and Sweet Yeast Rolls. “We 
now have the technology to produce 
good quality biscuits and rolls out 
of the microwave,” making it a lot 
easier for time-pressed consumers 
to say yes to frozen bread products, 
explains Dan Yost, senior vp. 

Manufacturers that have invested 
in new product development have 
seen significant growth recently. In 
the frozen dough segment, for ex-
ample, Salt Lake City-based Rhodes 
Bake-N-Serv (www.rhodesbread.
com) posted a 9.2% gain during the 
most recent 12 weeks, helping it grab 
the No. 1 spot from Pillsbury Grands 
(-1.4%). The company recently added 
four-count Artisan Mini Baguettes 
to its increasingly popular Warm-N-
Serve lineup, a collection of partially 
baked products 
designed to go 
from freezer 
to table in 15 
minutes or less. 
It also debuted 
Sweet Hawaiian 
Rolls and Mon-
key Bread (cinna-
mon pull-aparts) 
in oven-ready 
aluminum pans 
with removeable 
dome lids for 
easy storage.

In the frozen 
fresh baked 
subcategory, 
meanwhile, T. 
Marzetti-owned 

Sister Schubert’s (www.sisterchuberts.
com), Columbus, Ohio, posted an 
8.6% gain, helping it grab the No. 3 
spot from Pepperidge Farm (-9.7%). 
The only top-five national brand to 

see sales climb, the company re-
cently introduced artificial flavor- and 

preservative-free Mini 
Loaves and Sweet 
Hawaiian Rolls ready to 
eat in minutes.

Besides top-seller 
private label (+3.9%), 
other fresh baked 
subcategory winners 
include No. 7 Udi’s 
Gluten-Free (+42.9%), 
No. 9 Joseph Campione 
(+11.2%) and No. 10 
Furlani (+15.7%), the 
latter of which recently 
rolled out a pair of all-
natural, artisan-style 
garlic toasts. Offered 
under the company’s 
new Trattoria sub-
brand, they come in 

Schar expands 
its shelf-stable 
gluten-free bread 
lineup into the 
frozen department. 
Current offerings 
include regular and 
multi-grain bread 
and plain and 
cinnamon bagels.

The only top-five national brand to 
see sales expand during the most 
recent 12 weeks, Sister Schubert’s 
has added mini Loaves and Sweet 
Hawaiian rolls to its frozen bread 
and roll lineup.

Tapping into demand for 
convenience, rhodes recently 
debuted Hawaiian rolls and 
monkey Bread in oven-ready 
aluminum pans with removable 
lids for easy storage.

alexia Foods recently 
added all-natural Sweet 
Potato rolls to its line of 
artisan breads, all of which 
contain at least 8 grams of 
whole grains per serving.
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both regular 
and whole 
wheat and flax 
flavors. “We 
think there’s 
a void in the 
healthy/pre-
mium side of 
the category, 
and we ex-
pect growing 
demand for 
higher-end 
products,” says 
Paul DaRe, vp of marketing at the Mississauga, Ontario-
based company (www.furlanis.com).

Another manufacturer hoping to tap into rising 

demand for more upscale, 
better-for-you breads and 
rolls is Eagle, Idaho-based 
Alexia Foods (www.alexia 
foods.com), which recently 
added Sweet Potato Rolls 
to its all-natural artisan 
bread offerings. Described 
by the company 
as “unique to the 
category,” the vi-
tamin A-rich rolls 
go from freezer to 
table in 20 minutes or less.

In the refrigerated section, manufacturers continue to 
roll out line extensions that offer consumers additional 
options in terms of flavors, size and product type. Among 

the newest are 
Pillsbury’s Grands! 
Homestyle Honey 
Butter Biscuits 
and Caramel Rolls 
and Cinnamon 
Rolls with Her-
shey’s Icing.

Another 
manufacturer 
making news in 
refrigerated dough 
is Wakefield, 
Mass.-based Im-
maculate Baking 
Company (www.
immaculatebak 
ing.com), which 
offers a wide range 
of natural, organic 
and gluten-free 
refrigerated dough 
products. During 
the most recent 12 
weeks, its sales of 
existing products 
were up 38.9%, 
23.4%, 161.6% 
and 53.7% in the 
biscuit, cookie/
brownie, bread/
roll/bun and 
pastry/dumpling 
subcategories, 
respectively, high-
lighting grow-
ing demand for 
specialty dough 
products.  n

BREAD & DOUGH
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club and 
dollar stores for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 2, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicago-based 
market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Data is for the brands as 
originally trademarked and may not include line extensions. Only brands with at least $1 million in 
sales during the period are listed.

CATEGORY $ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG VOLUME % CHG

FZ BREAD/FZ DOUGH  $267,916,100   2.0   90,208,620   (2.5)  107,375,200   1.2 

FZ FRSH BKED BRD/ROLL/BSCT  $186,431,800   (1.0)  66,578,400   (4.8)  61,046,380   (3.9)
Private Label   $41,138,650   3.9   18,383,800   3.5   17,371,700   0.1 
New York   $38,877,310   (9.0)  13,468,070   (12.3)  9,965,911   (13.1)
Sister Schubert’s   $29,075,190   8.6   8,047,553   (4.6)  9,282,952   1.3 
Pepperidge Farm   $25,504,060   (9.7)  9,246,042   (15.3)  6,469,137   (14.5)
Cole’s   $12,966,120   (4.1)  5,609,379   (3.2)  4,533,778   (4.0)
Pillsbury Grands   $7,795,314   (4.1)  2,227,341   (7.0)  4,458,703   (2.6)
Udi’s   $7,434,564   42.9   1,430,962   43.5   1,073,222   43.5 
Mamma Bella   $2,883,045   (20.5)  905,867   (19.7)  662,540   (22.1)
Joseph Campione   $2,342,133   11.2   953,163   5.8   671,255   4.4
Furlani   $1,824,895   15.7   1,109,319   10.5   626,345   13.6 

FZ BREAD/ROLLS/PASTRY DGH  $73,740,980   1.4   21,799,520   (2.2)  42,960,970   1.8 
Rhodes   $12,276,400   9.2   3,017,840   5.8   10,077,730   10.7 
Pillsbury Grands   $12,026,530   (1.4)  3,671,074   (5.7)  6,577,540   0.6 
Mary B’s   $9,632,664   (0.8)  2,730,489   (1.6)  5,932,685   (0.6)
Private Label   $5,642,922   (0.4)  1,835,699   (3.5)  4,272,477   (3.1)
Rhodes Bake-N-Serv   $5,567,104   (1.0)  1,511,953   (1.3)  4,159,901   0.5 
Sister Schubert’s   $5,434,945   24.1   1,354,105   9.0   1,500,264   16.9 
Rhodes Warm-N-Serv   $3,942,004   (13.1)  1,672,970   (11.0)  1,213,999   (10.1)
Pillsbury   $2,495,986   2.3   432,879   3.1   2,228,932   5.4 
Athens Foods   $2,464,238   (0.9)  654,977   (8.0)  648,316   (7.9)
Goya   $2,463,620   13.5   1,285,778   12.6   1,247,929   14.8 

FZ COOKIE DGH  $7,743,325   461.1   1,830,698   501.1   3,367,877   779.6 
Pillsbury   $3,066,299  *  409,989  *  1,922,686  *
Nestlé Tollhouse Ultimate   $1,842,806  *  701,347  *  701,347  *
Weight Watchers Smart Ones   $1,522,410  *  477,318  *  251,785  *

* Number is either not available or very high, indicative of a recent launch working off a small base.

Furlani hopes its new Trattoria 
artisan-Style garlic Toasts will help 
fill a void in the premium segment.

Specially formulated for microwave 
cooking, Bridgford’s new heat-and-
serve Buttermilk Biscuits and Sweet 
Yeast rolls are ready to eat in seconds.



Schar gluten-free 
frozen sales will 

 your profi ts

*Source: SPINS all outlet 52 weeks through June, 2012 Sales Per Point  Schar ambient bread

The current line of frozen products include Hearty Frozen Regular & Multigrain bread, Bonta d’ Italia Cheese 
Pizza, and Plain & Cinnamon Bagels – with a strong pipeline of new products planned for 2013 and beyond.

A BRAND OF#NR. 1 IN GLUTEN-FREE

For sales information contact Don Braun at don.braun@drschar.com

The USA leader 
in shelf stable, 
gluten-free 
breads is 
expanding into 
the freezer.

We Care! Schar is the preferred gluten-free brand 
in terms of taste, quality and variety.

With Sales per Point of $8,570*, the Schar brand is the USA leader in the ambient format of 
gluten-free bread and is expanding into frozen, leveraging its competitive advantages of:

1. Broad European product portfolio including frozen items.

2. A world-class research and product development center located in the AREA 
Science Park in Trieste, Italy focusing on quality and innovation.

3. A rigorous production process including the selection of raw materials and 
production standards that are well under <20 ppm maximum gluten content 
standard established by CODEX.

4. A new dedicated gluten-free facility in Swedesboro, NJ, opened in June 2012.

Learn more at www.drschar.com and www.schar.com
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HISPANIC, 
MEXICAN
FOODS UP
Gains are small, but steady. New 
items spark shopper interest. 

BY DAN RAFTERY 

Frozen Mexican food sales in all 
channels rose 2.2% during the 
past year to $1.1 billion, giving 

the segment a 2.0% share of all frozen 
foods, based on Nielsen figures cited 
by Rachel Cullen, president and CEO 
of Ruiz Food Products, Inc., Dinuba, 

Calif. The company manufactures the 
El Monterey brand (www.elmonterey.
com), which led the category with a 
32.5% share in the 52 weeks ended 
Dec. 29, 2012. 

Most foods in 
the Mexican and 
Hispanic segment 
in the United States 
are consumed by non-Hispanics. But 
because the segment is large and di-
verse, finding the right merchandise 
mix at retail can be tricky, accord-
ing to David Morse, president, New 
American Dimensions (www.nadllc.
com), Los Angeles. 
“The general market shopper wants 
to satisfy an increasingly complex 
taste palate,” he says. “This is good 

news for the Mexican food category, 
especially if it offers cuisines from 
the various sub-cultures in Mexico.” 
Morse notes that “non-Ameri-
canized foods with spicier, more 
flavorful profiles from 
Mexican regions such as 
Oaxaca” are in demand 
by these consumers. 

Shoppers of Hispanic 
origin, Morse says, “pre-
sent a number of chal-
lenges to the traditional 
supermarket operator, 
but all can be addressed.” 
Some of these shoppers 
— even those born in the 
United States — still prefer to make 
meals from scratch and skew low on 
frozen foods. Morse points to the 
lack of familiarity with frozen as the 
main obstacle. “Sampling is typically 
successful in getting past the taste 
hurdle,” he notes. 

STUDIES OFFER HELP
But two recent studies by New 
York-based Univision Communica-
tions Inc. (www.univision.com), the 
media researcher specializing in the 
Hispanic market, indicates that His-
panic cooks are using frozen prod-
ucts as a meal component. It released 
two studies in 2012, both intended 
to help retailers and manufacturers 
better meet the needs of the His-
panic shopper. 

The first study, conducted in 
partnership with SmartRevenue 
(www.smartrevenue.com), Stamford, 

Conn., tracks the “Hispanic Path to 
Purchase” in frozen foods. It focuses 
on the decision-making process for 
Hispanics, beginning before they 
set foot in the store, through to the 
actual purchase.

Two findings from the survey are 
particularly relevant to the frozen 
category:
 1. Hispanics prepare “hybrid 

meals” to bridge the divide be-
tween traditional tastes and con-
venience. Hispanics are significantly 
less inclined than non-Hispanics 
to rely on frozen foods to create an 

entire meal (46% vs. 59% of 
non-Hispanics); however, 42% 
of Hispanics will incorporate 
frozen products as part of 
the meal they are preparing, 
creating “hybrid meals.” 

For example, among His-
panic consumers, pancakes 
and waffles were purchased 
more than any other type 
of frozen food. Almost half 
(47%) purchase these items 

to use as part of a meal, rather than 
served alone, indicating that versa-
tility of frozen foods is a key driver 
in preference.
2. Satisfying others is critical for 
frozen purchases. Taste and flavor 
are the top purchase drivers for His-
panics. Knowing that others will be 
satisfied is the third most important 
factor in deciding to make a purchase 
— 59% of Hispanics cite “knowing 
others will like it” as a factor when 
purchasing a frozen food vs. 36% of 
non-Hispanics. 

To view these and other study 
results in a webinar titled the 
“Hispanic 411: Insights to Grow 
Your Business,” go to: https://us.reg.
meeting-stream.com/univisionman 
agementco_072612/Default.aspx

The second Univision study was 
conducted with AMG Strategic Advi-
sors, the growth strategy consulting 

unit of Acosta Sales & Marketing 
(www.acosta.com), Jacksonville, Fla. 
Key findings from The Why? Behind 
The Buy Hispanic edition:
•	 During the last year, 55% of His-

panic shoppers bought items on 
sale and 45% used coupons.

•	 59% of Hispanic shoppers purchase 
store brand products to save money.

•	 Hispanic shoppers use several on-

DaviD Morse

‘Sampling is typically successful in getting past the taste 
hurdle,’ says David morse of New american Dimensions.

after a successful test, José olé 
Chicken & Cheese Nacho Bites are 
going into full national distribution.
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line shopping tools including cou-
pons, e-mails and shopping lists.

•	 Retail and brand Web sites are 
most popular Web sites among 
Hispanic shoppers who use inter-
active tools for grocery shopping.
To download a more detailed report, 

visit www.acosta.com/hispanic-why. 

NEW ITEMS STRONG
Regardless of the shopper’s ethnic-
ity, new products in the Mexican/
Hispanic range are being met with 
enthusiasm. El Monterey has seen 
strong response to its latest market 
introductions: single-serve Supreme 

Burritos and Classic 
Burritos. 

Sales of El Monterey 
single-serve burritos 
and chimichangas are 
up by 4.3%, according 
to Nielsen data for the 
12 weeks ended Dec. 
29, 2012, Cullen notes. 
She says the gain is due 
both to expanded dis-
tribution and increased 
El Monterey items on 
the shelf.

After a successful test market, 
Houston-based Windsor Foods 
(www.joseole.com) is taking its José 

Olé Chicken & Cheese Nacho Bites 
to full national distribution. “In con-
sumer testing, this item tested great 
with very positive feedback and 
strong intent to purchase,” says Neil 

Sales of el monterey single-serve burritos 
and chimichangas rose 4.3% in the 12 weeks 
ended Dec. 29.

MaTHeW MaNDeLTorT

MEXICAN
ON THe MeNU!
BY MATHEW MANDELTORT    

Mexican food’s influence on U.S. restau-
rant menus is vast. Characterized by bold, 
spicy ingredients, a depth of flavor and 

broad regional variety, Mexican food dominates 
the Latin American cuisine segment, with 74% of 

consumers saying they 
purchase Mexican fare 
away from home at 
least occasionally.

 Enthusiasm for 
Mexican food resulted 
in better-than-indus-
try-average growth 
in the Mexican menu 
category in 2011. Sales 
in the Limited Service 
Restaurant Mexican 
menu category were 

up 4.7%, vs. 3.7% for the overall LSR sales growth. 
Of the 10 largest U.S. Fast Casual Restaurant chains, 
three are in the Mexican Menu segment: Chipotle 
Mexican Grill (No. 2 in the segment, with dollars up 
23.4%), El Pollo Loco (No. 7, down 2.2% in dollars) and 
Odoba Mexican Grill (No. 8, with dollars up 11.8%).

Mexican food is finding its way in other segments 
as well. Within the c-store channel especially, Mex-
ican-style sweets like Churros, Conchas (a type of 

Mexican sweet bread) and Trevol (a triangle-shaped 
sugar cookie), as well as hand-held entrees like tortas 
(or “walking tacos”) are increasing their penetration 
on c-store menus.  n

Mathew Mandeltort is a senior consultant with Chica-
go-based Technomic (www.technomic.com), a leading 
fact-based consulting and research firm serving the 
food industry for more than 45 years. 

Source: Technomic 
“The Ethnic Food & 
Beverage Consumer 
Trend Report” (2012) 
Male and female 
answers combined.

Which of the following types of ethnic foods
and flavors do you order at restaurants or

other foodservice locations at least
occasionally? Select all that apply.
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a Univision study 
tracks the ‘Hispanic 
Path to Purchase’ in 
frozen foods. 

Ritchey, vp of sales and marketing. 
The microwaveable one-pound 

Nacho Bites, packed eight to the 
master case, feature white meat 
chicken and real cheese stuffed into 
crunchy corn 
tortillas. The 
launch is sup-
ported by 
national cable 
television, online 
couponing, 
social market-
ing and in-store 
merchandising.   

“What makes 
our new salsas 
different and 
appealing is a 
single word: 
Authentic,” says 
Bobby D. Ray, vp, 
retail and store brands, Select Store 
Brands (www.SelectStoreBrands.
com), Ontario, Calif. “When you take 

a bite of our Roasted Salsa Molcajete 
Verde you think you are in Mexico.”

The company’s culinary and R&D 
team recently developed 17 new 
salsas, looking for items that are 

successful at 
leading res-
taurants but 
missing from 
retail shelves. 
“When we go 
out for dinner 
and love an 
item, we are 
disappointed 
when we can-
not find the 
same quality 
at our grocery 
store,” says 
Ray. He sees 
consumers 

delighted with new salsa bars which 
have replaced olive bars in some 
stores.

“Trends point to consumers 
snacking more and they’re seeking 
both savory and sweet options,” says 
Suzanne Basista, spokesperson for 

H.J. Heinz North America (www.
us.heinz.com), Pittsburgh. Seeing a 
gap in the snack, dessert and break-
fast categories, Heinz’s Delimex 
brand recently launched “the only 
fruit taquitos on the market,” accord-
ing to Basista.  n

Dan Raftery is president of Raftery 
Resource Network and a trumpet 
hobbyist. He can be reached at Dan@
RafteryNet.com.

Heinz’s Delimex brand has launched 
‘the only fruit taquitos on the market.’ 

3460 John F. Donnelly Dr., Holland, Michigan 49424    •     616.786.0900    •    requestfoods.com

Leader of the Packs
Our new skillet meal facility boosts Request Foods co-packing to 600,000 sq. ft. of cooking, blending, freezing 
and packing capacity for your frozen entrées and side dishes. Pans, single serve and skillet meals, Request Foods 
is your co-packing partner. Give your retail, club store or national brand the consistent quality of Request Foods.

We Make Your Brand ... Better.
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SOUP’S ON!
Refrigerated soup is one of the fast-
est-growing categories in prepared 
foods/deli. Here’s what’s new with 
the category leader. 

Refrigerated soup continues 
its steady climb, rising 5.4% to 
$54.8 million in the 12 weeks 

ended Dec. 2, 2012, according to 
SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicago-
based market research firm. Panera 
Bread, from Fall River, Mass.-based 
Blount Fine Foods (www.blountfine 
foods.com), led the branded charge. 
The dominant player after private 
label, it scored double-digit gains 
in both dollars and units to become 
one of Frozen & Refrigerated Buyer’s 
Hot Brands honorees.  

The company, long a leading ven-
dor in restaurants, now sells refrig-
erated soups to retailers under the 
Blount, Panera Bread and Legal Sea 
Foods names, as well as private label 
in bulk to-go cups.   

COMMIT TO A PROGRAM
Best-practice retailers show shoppers 
their commitment to a soup program 
by keeping product stocked both on 
the shelf and in the soup-to-go ket-
tles, says Bob Sewall, exec vp of sales 
and marketing at Blount. “Consum-
ers who see out-of-stocks or empty 
kettles know you aren’t committed to 
a program. But if you have good qual-
ity and variety out there, shoppers 

understand that. Whole 
Foods has soup in three or 
four different locations in 
their stores,” he notes. 

Fresh soup is gain-
ing both space and sales 
because it has the halo of 
health and fills you up with 
a quick, nutritious meal 
that can be combined with 
a sandwich, Sewall says. 

After shoppers have focused on 
healthy eating (including soup) all 
week, Sewall notes that “by the week-
end, they are often deeply involved 
in lobster bisque and clam chowder.” 
Which is to say that he sees a clear 
place for both indulgent offerings and 
the all-natural, low-fat, gluten-free 
and even organic items also sold by 
his company. 

“Soup has to taste great. If, by the 
way, it is organic or low-fat, that’s 
wonderful,” Sewall explains. When 
its restaurant customers had to start 
putting calorie counts and sodium 
levels on their menus, for example, 
Blount got ahead of the curve and 
worked with them to achieve deli-
cious flavors using clean recipes. 

“Today, we don’t add sodium to 
any of our products. Seafood soups of 
course have a natural higher sodium 
count, but most of our soups have 
moderate sodium levels. There are 
lots of ways to build flavors around 
ingredients,” according to Sewall.  

In its efforts to meet demand for 
healthier products, Blount is intro-
ducing a gluten-free clam chowder 

and is researching ways to further 
reduce fat, sodium and calories. At 
the same time, it is focusing more 
attention on all-natural and organic 
items whenever possible. 

NEW ITEMS ON THE MENU
This will also be a busy year on the 
new product front for the company. 
For example, Blount recently added 
32-ounce, family-size offerings under 
the Panera brand that include Chick-
en Noodle, Creamy Tomato, Lobster 
Bisque, Chicken Tortilla and Broccoli 
Cheddar. These are less than a year 
old, so they are not counted in the 
chart on this page. Sewall notes, how-
ever, that they have made significant 
sales contributions and the company’s 
sales would be well above 10% if they 
had been included. 

“Retailers can sell these 32-ounce 
soups at $9.99 and make $4 to $5 per 
unit. There aren’t many things in 
fresh foods that can give you gross 
dollars like that,” Sewall notes. 

He adds that the company is also 
coming out with 10-ounce cups in 
the late spring or early summer. “We 
developed these new, smaller cups so 

people can start 
buying soup like 
they buy yogurt,” 
according to Se-
wall. “You never 
buy one yogurt 
at a time — you 
buy for the week. 
These soups can 
go to work or 
to school, and 
retailers can 
bundle a sand-
wich or a salad 
with them.”   n

REFRIGERATED SOUP
Total U.S. multi-outlet sales (supermarkets, drugstores, mass market retailers, military commissaries 
and select club and dollar retail chains) for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 2, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI 
Group, the Chicago-based market research firm. Brands with sales of $500,000 or more only. 

CATEGORY $ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG VOLUME % CHG % MERCH* POINTS CHG
REFRIGERATED  $54,801,570   5.4   11,615,610   5.4   16,377,290   4.1   57.1   12.4 
Private Label  $36,941,280   1.2   8,844,795   0.9   11,972,020   0.7   67.2   11.6 
Panera Bread  $11,249,150   10.0   1,741,371   25.5   2,716,891   6.4   31.4   21.3 
Legal Sea Foods  $2,613,965   0.6   302,250   4.1   588,013   (2.8)  12.9   7.2 
Harry’s  $2,042,255   222.9   297,114   143.0   624,838   242.7   45.5   25.4 
Ivar’s  $503,612   40.1   76,310   44.7   110,127   29.8   16.5   8.4 
Bob Evans  $396,606   (11.0)  142,256   (8.3)  106,692   (8.3)  21.8   5.9 
*Percentage of sales with any merchandising support, such as temporary price reductions or ad features.

a growing number of retailers are giving larger, 
dedicated sections to refrigerated soup. 



Where profit  
meets perfection.

pAnerA from BLoUnt fine fooDs. 

Already one of America’s favorite restaurants, Panera is now taking the fresh, 
unmatched taste of the café and bringing it to your store. Take advantage of this 
iconic brand and delicious taste that is Panera. To learn more, contact the Blount 
Sales Team at:  866-325-6868  |  sales@blountfinefoods.com.

blountfinefoods.com

Convenient 5-sided / 16-ounce microwaveable containers.
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NATURAL, ORGANIC 
JUMP BY 14.7%
Other better-for-you attributes also gain ground. 

BY DENISE LEATHERS

Although growth slowed slightly during the soft 
economy, the natural and organic foods seg-
ment resumed its torrid pace in 2012, racking 

up sales of more than $24.5 billion during the 52 weeks 
ended Nov. 24. Dollar sales of UPC-coded natural and 
organic foods in natural and conventional outlets com-
bined (including Walmart but excluding Whole Foods) 

jumped 14.7% compared with the 
same period a year earlier, accord-
ing to Schaumburg, Ill.-based 
SPINS. Organic food sales were 
up 12.1% to $9.46 billion while 
natural food sales soared 16.4% to 
$15.04 billion.

“Natural will probably always be 
larger than organic because, from 
a manufacturer perspective, it’s 
a much lower hurdle to get over. 
Sometimes companies only need 
to change an ingredient or two to 
be classified natural. And from a 
consumer point of view, natural 
is always less expensive,” says Jack 
Acree, executive vp at Stamford, 
Conn.-based American Halal 
(www.americanhalal.com), maker 
of the all-natural Saffron Road line 
of frozen entrees. 

The company had considered launch-
ing Saffron Road as organic, but felt the 
price would have to be too high for a 
frozen entrée. “It’s a lot different than in 
organic-intensive segments like dairy and 
protein. In the minds of consumers, the more processed 
the food is, the less important it is for it to be organic.”

GAP IN FROZEN IS HIGH
So it’s no surprise that in frozen foods the gap between 
growth in organic (+8.8% to $746.16 million) and natural 
(+13.9% to $2.17 billion) was even wider than in the total 
marketplace. The disparity was even more marked in refrig-
erated foods, where organic sales expanded 5.0% to $2.51 
billion while natural sales shot up 23.3% to $4.43 billion.

Hummus from Ward Hill, Mass.-based Cedar’s Medi-
terranean Foods (www.cedarsfoods.com) was originally 
all-natural, although the company began adding preserva-

tives as distribution expanded across the country, explains 
vp of sales Dominick Frocione. Last year, however, pro-
duction advances allowed it to transition the majority of 
the line back to all-natural without significantly reducing 
shelf life — another possible 
explanation for natural’s 
strong growth recently.

Large conventional manu-
facturers have recently been 
adding natural products and 
promoting them heavily. But 
according to a recent report 
from The Hartman Group 
(www.hartman-group.com), 
Bellevue, Wash., “Consum-
ers are quick to distinguish 
between companies that 
sell natural and organic because they care and those that 
sell them because they simply want a piece of the market. 
So demonstrating that your products ‘walk the walk’ is 
important.”

That skepticism is magnified in the natural segment, 
which, unlike organic, is largely unregulated by the gov-
ernment, leaving the industry to police itself. As a result, 
many companies are pursuing third-party certifications, 
often for more specific attributes than all-natural, a term 
some believe has been diluted by misuse. 

NON-GMO SEAL
By far the fastest-growing certification is the Non-GMO 
(genetically modified organisms) Project Verified seal, 
which picked up even more steam after mandatory labe-
ling was narrowly defeated in California. (The rule also 
would have made it illegal to call foods “natural” if they 
contain GMOs.)

“Consumers are concerned primarily because they 
don’t understand GMOs, and they like to understand 
what goes into their bodies,” says Acree. “Ultimately, they 

may not have a problem with GMOs, but until the confu-
sion is cleared, they don’t want them in their food.” To 
meet that need, American Halal just introduced what it 
says is the first Non-GMO Project Verified frozen entree 
in the United States. Offered under the company’s Saffron 
Road brand, vegetarian Chana Saag with Cumin Rice was 
a good candidate because it doesn’t contain meat, which 
is much harder to verify.

New Gloucester, Maine-based Pineland Farms Natural 
Meats (www.pinelandnaturalmeats.com) doesn’t test the 
grain it feeds its cows for GMOs because even non-
GMO crops can be cross-pollinated by GMO seeds from 
neighboring farms, according to sales and marketing vp 

In frozen foods, organic rose by 8.8% to $746.16 
million, and natural by 13.9% to $2.17 billion. 

Deep Foods recently added 
halal-certified lamb samosas 
to its Tandoor Chef line. 

Kashi Steam meals 
for one have done 
well, and now the 
line includes a pair of 
meals for two: Chicken 
and Chipotle BBQ 
and Italian Vegetable 
medley Pasta.
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David Ordway. “And because cattle 
completely metabolize what they eat, 
GMO characteristics don’t show up 
in the muscle anyhow,” he says.

However, since last year’s hub-
bub over Finely Textured Lean 
Beef (FTLB), a.k.a. “pink slime,” 
the company has seen an uptick in 
demand for its antibiotic free from 
birth (ABF) beef. “Beef can be classi-
fied natural as long as it’s minimally 
processed and contains no artificial 
ingredients,” Ordway explains. “Since 
FTLB isn’t artificial, beef made with 
it can still be called natural,” as can 
beef treated with antibiotics. As a 
result, “raised without antibiotics” is 
probably the second-most popular 
packaging claim currently.

HALAL, GLUTEN-FREE & MORE
Many other in-demand attributes 
surround “special” diets. Although 
gluten-free is growing the fastest, 
others include halal, vegetarian and 
low-carb. Union, N.J.-based Deep 
Foods’ (www.deepfoods.com) Tan-
door Chef, one of Frozen & Refriger-
ated Buyer’s “Hot Brands” for 2012, 
has secured halal certification for its 

chicken- and lamb-based dishes. The 
company also recently added halal-
certified lamb samosas to its offer-
ings, according to vp Mike Ryan. In 

the low-carb segment, Denver-based 
Atkins Nutritionals (www.atkins.
com) just rolled out Atkins Diet-
compatible low-carb frozen meals.

While many consumers seek 
better-for-you attributes, others are 
adopting a less-is-more approach, 
seeking out simple products with 
few ingredients. In fact, “simple” and 
“simply” have recently become two of 
the most-common package call-outs. 

“Clearly, consumers 
are reading labels and 
want to understand 
what they’re consum-
ing,” says Eric New-
man, vp of sales at 
La Farge, Wis.-based 
Organic Valley (www.
organicvalley.coop). 
“Organic dairy has 
always been simple, 
but we continue to 
try to eliminate gums 
and carrageenans to 
get our products as 
clean as possible.” 
Among the newest 
“simple” products 
offered by Organic 
Valley: unprocessed 
organic American 
cheese singles, the 
first unprocessed 
American cheese to 
hit the shelves in the 
United States.

Although consumers clearly want 
better-for-you products, they’re just 
as time-pressed as ever, prompting 
manufacturers to roll out a slew of 
value-added natural and organic 
options, particularly in frozen where 
convenience is a given. Those prod-
ucts could be the key to the frozen 
department’s resurgence, accord-
ing to Kent Pilakowski, president 
of Minneapolis-based Ignite Sales 
Management and Consulting.

REVITALIZING FROZEN
“Frozen is really taking a beating 
in mainstream grocery as more 
consumers move to fresh and other 
alternatives perceived as healthier,” 
he explains. Unlike additional varie-
ties of existing products, “Natural, 
organic and other better-for-you and 
specialty options have the potential 
to bring shoppers down the frozen 
aisle again.”

New items to watch for include 
American Halal’s Saffron Road 
phyllo hors d’oeuvres and wrap 
sandwiches, Udi’s gluten-free spin-
ach and feta pizza, and Kellogg’s 
Kashi meals for two.

“We’ve had a lot of success with 
our single-serve Kashi Steam Meals,” 
reports Heather Fries, director of 
brand marketing-frozen foods at the 
La Jolla, Calif.-based company (www.
kashi.com). “Now we’re offering a 
pair of meals for two: Chicken and 
Chipotle BBQ and Italian Vegetable 
Medley Pasta.... Consumers want to 
see a brand like Kashi that they know 
and trust in all areas of the store. 
Those who’ve been buying our Kashi 
cereal or bars for years are looking 
for other options — including those 
in the frozen aisle.”

“Consumers want retailers to help 
them make sense of the [natural and 
organic] landscape and vet products 
for them by stocking only legitimate 
natural and organic products. They 
can engender trust by being ex-
plicit about what they stand for as a 
retailer and position themselves as 
a trusted curator of the best natural 
and organic brands,” according to the 
Hartman Group. n

NATURAL & ORGANIC SALES
Sales of UPC-coded natural and organic foods and 
beverages in natural food stores (excluding Whole 
Foods) and conventional supermarkets, drugstores, 
mass merchandise outlets (including Walmart), 
military commissaries and select club and dollar 
stores combined for the 52 weeks ended Nov. 24, 2012, 
according to Schaumburg, Ill.-based SPINS, a leading 
information provider for the natural and specialty 
products industry.

CATEGORY $ SALES %CHG 
All Natural & Organic $24,502,077,445 14.7%
Organic Only $9,457,937,259 12.1%
Natural Only $15,044,140,186 16.4%

Frozen Natural & Organic $2,917,607,926 12.5%
Organic Only $746,156,605 8.8%
Natural Only $2,171,451,321 13.9%

Refrig. Natural & Organic $6,937,699,411 15.9%
Organic Only $2,514,820,506 5.0%
Natural Only $4,422,878,905 23.3%

Source: SPINscan Conventional All Outlets Combined 
(powered by Nielsen Scantrack) and SPINscan Natural.

Last September, Kroger launched 
its Simple Truth brand, free from 
101 artificial preservatives and 
ingredients some customers said 
they did not want in their foods. 
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LOGISTICS

IARW/WFLO 
CONVENTION
is MAY 5-8 
The relationship between 

profit and sustainability in 
today’s temperature-con-

trolled logistics industry will be 
the theme of the 122nd conven-
tion and expo of the International 
Association of Refrigerated 
Warehouses/World Food 
Logistics Organization May 5-8 in 
Hollywood, Fla. Detailed informa-
tion is on the Web site of the Global 
Cold Chain Alliance (www.gcca.
org), which oversees the Alexandria, 
Va.-based organizations. 

More than 700 warehousing and 
logistics professionals are expected 
to attend the gathering, which will 
include educational sessions, an ex-
hibitor floor and networking oppor-
tunities during cocktail receptions, 
meals and golf. 

Consultant Karen McCullough 
will keynote the breakfast meeting 
on Monday, May 6, discussing how to 
create an enthusiastic multi-genera-
tional team. Her presentation, “Gen-
erations Today – The Rules Keep 

Changing,” will 
cover genera-
tional differ-
ences as well as 
opportunities 
for productivity, 
creativity, inno-
vation, knowl-
edge transfer 
and strategic 
advantages.

“Finding the 
Gold in Green” 

will be the topic of Wednesday’s 
keynote speaker, Andrew Winston. 
Winston is a consultant, speaker and 
writer on “green business.” Green to 
Gold, a book he co-authored, is the 
best-selling guide to what works – 
and what doesn’t – when companies 
go green. He is also the author of the 

upcoming Green Recovery, which 
helps companies use environmental 
thinking to survive the downturn, 
thrive when things get better, and 
dominate for years to come.

FOCUS SESSIONS
Focus session topics and speakers 
are: 

—Energy 101: A Primer for Execu-
tives, by Marcus Wilcox, president, 
Cascade Energy Engineering, Inc.

—Reduce Loss and Insurance Costs 
through Profitable Sustainability, by 
Joe Howard, senior vp, and Connie 
Phipps, vp, Lockton Companies. 

—Sustainable Business: Commu-
nicating & Dealing with Workplace 
& Industry Change, by Michelle 
Gladieux, Gladieux Consulting. 

—Perspectives from Washington, 

by Lowell Randel, director of gov-
ernment affairs, Global Cold Chain 
Alliance. 

—Refrigerated Room Thermal 
Energy Storage, by Henry Bonar II, 
CEO, Bonar Engineering and Con-
struction Co.

—Improving Warehouse Produc-
tivity, Sustainability through Lift 
Truck Technology, by Steve Ray-
mond, dealer principal and president, 
Raymond Handling Concepts Corp., 
and Mike Bevers, Darigold, Inc. 

—Leveraging Energy-Efficiency 
Projects to Promote Your PRW as a 
Sustainable Brand, by Chris Covell, 
president, and Danielle Marquis, 
marketing director, SmartWatt Ener-
gy Inc.; and Bernie Thomas, Nor-Am 

Cold Storage.
This year’s event also includes a 

Learning Lounge on May 7 from 9:33 
to 11:30 a.m. Industry and warehouse 
specialists will lead short, powerful 
talks focused on a single topic or idea. 
Each speaker is charged with deliver-
ing a thought-provoking and engaging 
presentation in just 15 minutes. n

USCS BUILDING
PRW IN DALLAS
United States Cold Storage (www.
uscoldstorage.com), Voorhees, N.J., 
plans a June completion of a new 5.5 
million-cubic-foot public refriger-
ated warehouse in Dallas. A phase 
one project will include two convert-
ible freezers (+35F to -20F) and two 

more freezers (0F 
to -20F). It will 
replace most of 
USCS’ original 
Dallas ware-
house, which was 
built in 1965 and 
has been running 
at maximum ca-
pacity for several 
years. 

The facil-
ity will have six 
42-pallet blast 
cells operating 
at -58F, as well 

as a temperature-controlled dock 
(21 doors) and site capacity for two 
expansions. The site, five miles west 
of downtown Dallas, has rail acces-
sibility although rail service won’t be 
added until later. 

USCS Dallas handles a broad range 
of finished goods including soups, 
sauces, potatoes, pastries, ice cream 
and raw materials. 

“The CO₂ cascade refrigeration sys-
tem will be one of the biggest assets,” 
says Brian Kroll, USCS Dallas general 
manager. “It will utilize hot gas de-
frost — in lieu of electric defrost — 
and this will allow the refrigeration to 
operate even more efficiently.”

The new blast freezer design will 
provide significantly shorter freeze 

andrew Winston

New USCS facility will have six 42-pallet blast cells 
operating at -58F, as well as a temperature-controlled 
dock (21 doors) and site capacity for two expansions.



times. The new facility will also have a 
drop-trailer program for customers, as 
well as on-site route truck parking. n

LOGISTICS LEDGER
Tony Lucarelli of Henningsen 
Cold Storage, Hillsboro, Ore., has 
been elected president of The World 
Group (www.theworldgroup.com), 
a strategic partnership of independ-
ent North American refrigerated/
frozen logistics and warehousing 
companies. Also elected for terms 
beginning Jan. 1: Luis Jorba of 
Frialsa Frigorificos, vice president; 
Stan Bigford of Trenton Cold Stor-
age, secretary; and Patrick Gor-
bett of Great Lakes Cold Storage, 
treasurer… Columbia, S.C.-based 
Southeast Frozen Foods (www.seff.
com), the food distributor and cold 
storage service provider, is expanding 
its operations in Gaston, S.C. — the 
company’s second expansion in five 
years. The $4.5 million investment 
will include the addition of new 
freezer capacity and state-of-the-art 

blast freezing technology 
to increase productivity 
and energy efficiency… 
Jason Beardall has been 
promoted from exec vp 
to president of england 
Logistics (www.england 
logistics.com), Salt Lake 
City. He succeeds Josh 
england, now the CFO 
of England Logistics’ parent compa-
ny, C.R. England. In his previous role, 
Beardall was responsible for opera-
tions and sales of the eight divisions 
of England Logistics including Full 
Truckload Brokerage, England Lo-
gistics’ Authorized Agent program, 
England Carrier Services (ECS), Dry 
LTL and Parcel Services, Supply 
Chain Management, International 
Ocean and Air Freight Forwarding, 
IMC and Refrigerated LTL Services...   
The Raymond Corporation (www.
raymondcorp.com), Greene, N.Y., 
introduces two iWAREHOUSE solu-
tions that combine fleet efficiency, 
warehouse optimization and pro-
fessional services. iWAREHOUSE 

Essential provides access 
control and compliance, 
and monitors and collects 
lift truck and operator 
data in real time, allow-
ing warehouse managers 
to increase visibility of 
assets and labor. iWARE-
HOUSE Enterprise 
turns collected asset and 

labor information into actionable 
data that help warehouse manag-
ers identify opportunities for fleet 
and warehouse optimization. The 
solution integrates with select labor 
management systems (LMSs) to help 
increase productivity and reduce 
operating costs… Raul Flores, 
operations manager of Springdale, 
Ark.-based Frez-N-Stor (www.
fnscold.com) won the scholarship 
to the 49th World Food Logistics 
organization Institute, held Febru-
ary 9-14 in Atlanta. The announce-
ment was made by RefrigiWear 
(www.refrigiwear.com), Dahlonega, 
Ga., and the WFLO (www.gcca.org), 
Alexandria, Va.  n
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GETTING PERSONAL

CRUISING 
VIETNAM
Yes, that’s Gary Spinazze, now vp of 
vendor relations at Nash Finch, load-
ing up an A-7 Corsair somewhere off 
the coast of Vietnam in 1971. 

Most of us know Gary 
Spinazze as the past chair-
man (twice) of the National 

Frozen & Refrigerated Foods 
Association, the member of the 
Distinguished Order of Zerocrats 
and the man who wears many hats 
for charitable and industry organi-

zations. But who knew that he was 
in harm’s way as a Navy ordnance 
expert during the Vietnam War? 

Tell me about the photo. 
That had to be in ’71 aboard the 

USS Oriskany, an aircraft carrier. We 
spent our time in what was known as 
Yankee Station, in the Gulf of Tonkin 
and the South China Sea, running 
operations up and down the coast of 
Vietnam. 

I’d been trained to load, fuse and 
maintain bombs, missiles and rockets 
on the A-7 Corsairs, and became 

an expert on the 20mm cannons. 
The Corsairs were heavy attack jets 
used to fly in support of the troops 
that needed it. They had 500- and 
1,000-pound bombs, sidewinder 
rockets, missiles and the 20mm can-
nons. In the picture, I’m loading the 
rounds into the plane’s ammunition 
bins; they’d go down by gravity and 
feed into the 20mm cannon. 

What other things did you do on 
the carrier? 

During flight operations, in be-
tween the two catapults, there was a 
painted circle on the deck. Inside the 
circle, there would be guys in yellow, 
green and red shirts — I was the one 
with the red shirt. Just before takeoff, 
I would run up and make the electri-

cal connections on the weapons and 
run back. The planes would fly over 
my head, and when we were done 
I’d do it again on the other catapult, 
then I’d go over behind the  super-
structure and lie on some bombs 
with a paperback book I kept in my 
back pocket. When the planes came 
back, I’d de-arm them. Lying on the 
bombs was the only way I could get 
some peace and quiet; nobody would 
every come near us when we were 
lying on the bombs, they thought we 
were crazy. 

Is the USS oriskany still 
around?

No, they sunk it in 2006 to make 
a coral reef off Florida’s Gulf Coast. 
It landed upright, and is shallow 
enough so people can dive it easily. 
I actually watched it sink, and it was 
kind of surreal watching the water 
engulf the hangar deck and the flight 
deck where I’d spent so much time. 

any close calls for you? 
Some things were not pleasant, but 

some things I can laugh about now. 
Once I was walking with someone 
in the center of the deck, which had 
gotten slippery from all the grease on 
the weapons. An F-4 Phantom pulled 
out about 40 feet from us, and when 
he powered up the two of us started 
sliding backwards. The two of us held 
onto each other, but kept sliding, 
and we finally lay down and grabbed 
something to keep from being blown 
off the ship. It was probably 10 sec-
onds, but it felt like forever. Another 
time the wash from a prop picked 
me up in the air and carried me 
back about eight feet until someone 
blocked me hard and threw me down 
on the deck. The guy darn near killed 
me, but I thanked him for it!  

What keeps you busy today? 
Besides my industry work, I love 

to spend time with Sara, my wife of 
37 years, and our kids and grand-
kids. Sara and I are both major 
hockey fans. Today, my hobby is 
Corvettes. Sara and I love cruisin’ to 
the oldies! n

—Warren Thayer

Today, gary prefers working on 
Corvettes!

Spinazze was an 
ordnance expert 
aboard the USS 
oriskany during 
the Vietnam War.






